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Welcome
Because the term Renaissance delineates the historical-cultural movement that
followed the Middle Ages, we have traditionally used the term Renaissance person to
describe someone who has many accomplishments and knows something about
everything. Afterschool programs in many ways are helping to sustain a Renaissance
learning model! As needed academic-focused time in schools has left less time for
specialties and electives, afterschool programs have continued to contribute valuable
experiences in the arts, physical activity, and hands-on science. The afterschool hours
offer a ﬁtting opportunity to introduce youth to a variety of learning domains that
connect to school and career success.
I was acutely reminded of the essential role afterschool programs can play in
supporting and stretching youth creativity, imagination, conﬁdence, and skillbuilding at the National AfterSchool Association convention in June. Attendees were
treated to an awe-inspiring original rap performance by two middle school youth
from the Carolina Studios afterschool program in Charleston, SC.
This issue of Afterschool Matters ranges across the variety of learning domains
that quality afterschool programs support. We open with “High Impact Afterschool
for All: A Statewide Quality Framework,” in which Jennifer Siaca outlines the
development by the New York State Afterschool Network of a set of program quality
tools built to promote continuous program improvement and better support for outof-school time programs. “Getting the Right Mix” by Christine Profﬁtt describes a
small Massachusetts study to identify effective strategies for developing resources and
sustaining funding to support youth arts programs. In “Project Exploration’s
Sisters4Science: Involving Urban Girls of Color in Science Out of School,” Gabrielle
Lyon and Jameela Jafri give us a comprehensive look at an afterschool program that
promotes science learning for girls of color by putting girls at the center.
Since NIOST is currently engaged in several research projects focused on
wellness practices in afterschool programs, we are delighted to include in this issue
“Promoting Physical Activity in Afterschool Programs.” Aaron Beighle and colleagues
recommend many ways that afterschool programs, even those with space and
equipment limitations, can support youth wellness by facilitating physical activity.
Next, in “The Arts Matter in Afterschool,” Lori Hager makes the case for advancing
partnerships between afterschool programs and arts and cultural organizations.
Our ﬁnal essay, “Nana for a New Generation,” comes to us from a participant in
NIOST’s Afterschool Matters Fellowship. Denise Sellers shares her journey to recreate
the caring community that she experienced during her own growing-up years. Now
her afterschool program serves as custodian for children’s wellbeing as her Nana did.
It is good to be reminded that, to achieve our own Renaissance, we all need someone
to look out for us.

GEORGIA HALL, PH.D.
Senior Research Scientist, NIOST
Managing Editor, Afterschool Matters
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high-impact
afterschool for all
A Statewide Quality Framework
by Jennifer L. Siaca

The need for afterschool programs is clear: Research and
practice demonstrate that quality afterschool programs
keep youth safe; support working families; and provide
critical learning, personal development, arts, and recreational opportunities. New York State alone uses nearly
$300 million in local, state, and federal funds for afterschool programs; it delivers public funds to organizations
using a wide array of program models that serve many
different populations (New York State Afterschool
Network [NYSAN], 2008). However, universal deﬁnition of “quality afterschool programs” has not always
been evident. The diversity of the afterschool ﬁeld allows young people to have valuable, varied experiences.
Still, the ﬁeld must articulate common elements that all
programs should incorporate into their work in order to
maximize positive outcomes for youth.
The critical importance of quality afterschool programs in supporting youth is well documented. As reported by the U.S. Department of Health and Human

Services (2006), high-quality afterschool programs can
“have signiﬁcant, positive effects” on youth, yet lowquality programs can “fail to show positive effects or
even have negative impacts.” Additional studies on the
importance of afterschool program quality have been
conducted by the Collaborative for Academic, Social,
and Emotional Learning (Durlak & Weissberg, 2007),
the Intercultural Center for Research in Education and
National Institute on Out-of-School Time (Miller, 2005),
and the Massachusetts Special Commission on After
School and Out-of-School Time (Hall & Gruber, 2007).
In order to advance the afterschool ﬁeld, the New
York State Afterschool Network (NYSAN) developed a

JENNIFER L. SIACA is project manager at the New York State
Afterschool Network. NYSAN, a public-private partnership dedicated
to increasing the quality and availability of afterschool programs, is
one of 39 statewide afterschool networks across the country. NYSAN
deﬁnes afterschool broadly to include programs that support young
people’s intellectual, social, emotional, and physical development
outside the traditional school day. Jennifer works on projects related
to quality, professional supports and networks, and public policy and
funding. She holds a master’s of Public Administration from the NYU
Wagner School for Public Service.
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ten-element framework for program quality that has
Association standards (National School-Age Care
been widely adopted throughout the state and across the
Alliance, 1998), with local work done across the councountry. The framework hinges on the recognition that
try, such as frameworks developed in Baltimore
program quality is the best lever to realize the positive
(Baltimore Safe and Sound Campaign, 1999), Boston
student outcomes that programs seek. The elements and
(Achieve Boston, 2003), and Los Angeles (Freeman &
corresponding indicators of quality
Redding, 1999).
in NYSAN’s framework provide a
NYSAN partners considered facThe framework
structure to promote continuous
tors unique to New York; they subsetranscends a program’s
program improvement and profesquently added concepts derived from
sional development design for outthe New York State School-Age Child
model, geography,
of-school time programs. The
Care regulations (NYS Ofﬁce of
and host setting,
framework has had great impact on
Children and Family Services, 2005)
yet provides a detailed
how programs provide services and
and feedback from New York-based
structure
for
on how government agencies, interprogram providers. The resulting
mediaries, and technical assistance
framework includes a full spectrum
what high-quality
specialists view program quality.
of criteria, including point-of-service,
programs should aim
This article follows NYSAN’s
administrative, and management eleto
achieve.
journey from developing the ﬁrst itments. Some of the indicators are oberation of the framework through
servable, while others might be writimplementing complex strategies to promote quality
ten into policies or documented in program records. The
throughout the state. It suggests ways in which this frameten essential elements of program quality are:
work can be useful to afterschool practitioners, technical
UÊ Environment and climate
assistance professionals, intermediaries, and policymakUÊ Administration and organization
ers nationwide.
UÊ Relationships
UÊ Stafﬁng and professional development
Program Quality: A Universal Framework
UÊ Programming and activities
The program quality framework was developed over
UÊ Linkages between school and afterschool
two years and published in 2005 by NYSAN, a publicUÊ Youth participation and engagement
private partnership and one of 39 statewide afterschool
UÊ Parent, family, and community partnerships
networks (National Network of Statewide Afterschool
UÊ Program growth and sustainability
Networks, n.d.). NYSAN’s Quality Assurance Committee,
UÊ Measuring outcomes and evaluation
a group of statewide afterschool experts, developed the
framework with input and feedback from a larger group
A recent meta-analysis of eight research studies and
of afterschool practitioners and national experts.
existing program quality frameworks (Palmer, Anderson,
Because NYSAN is a partnership of multiple stakehold& Sabatelli, 2009) afﬁrmed that the ﬁeld is beginning to
ers, the quality framework reﬂects the consensus of a
agree on what makes a high-quality program.
wide range of partners, including state agencies, large
Six domains—supportive relationships, intentional
intermediaries, and small community-based organizaprogramming, strong community partnerships, protions. The framework transcends a program’s model,
motion of youth engagement, physical safety, and congeography, and host setting, yet provides a detailed
tinuous program improvement—represent clear
structure for what high-quality programs should aim to
points of convergence across the various deﬁnitions of
achieve. The framework can be used by school- and
program quality. The ﬁeld is reaching consensus recommunity-based programs—licensed or legally exgarding what aspects of program quality are important
empt—whether they operate before school, after school,
and how these dimensions of program quality ﬁt into
or during the summer.
the overall picture of afterschool programming.
NYSAN structured the framework around ten es(Palmer, Anderson, & Sabatelli, 2009, p. 9)
sential elements of program quality, each of which is
Though the language and structure of the categories
deﬁned by a list of speciﬁc quality indicators. The
is nuanced, NYSAN’s quality framework includes each of
framework incorporates national and local standards
these domains; it is relevant to and aligned with the most
and research, including the National AfterSchool
current research on afterschool program quality.
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Strategies for Promoting High-Impact
Afterschool for All

respondents identiﬁed quality improvements in their
program as a result their self-assessment.
Highlighted below are the tools, strategies, and activiLoretta McCormick oversees the Creating Rural
ties that agencies and organizations have employed to
Opportunities Partnership (CROP), a consortium of sixsupport program improvements using the NYSAN
teen rural school districts that collectively aim to provide
quality framework.
afterschool environments that are safe and supportive;
promote student achievement; foster learning through
personal, social, and positive youth development opporProgram Quality Self-Assessment Tool
tunities; and engage parents and guardians in experiNYSAN member organizations realized that deﬁning
ences that foster a greater connection with their school
quality and its component parts was but one step in makand community. McCormick said that CROP, a 21st
ing a contribution to the ﬁeld. Therefore, NYSAN develCentury Community Learning Center (21st CCLC)
oped the Program Quality Self-Assessment (QSA) Tool.
grantee, uses the QSA Tool to identify strengths and areas
Use of the QSA Tool is a critical component of many
in need of improvement across multiple program sites,
programs’ quality improvement strategies. The selfmany of which are separated by long
assessment process uses the quality
distances. CROP uses the results to
framework to provide structure for
Having a common
focus its biannual professional deafterschool professionals to reﬂect
velopment offerings on topics idenon their practice through dialogue
assessment tool allows
tiﬁed through the self-assessment
and to own the process of continueach program to work
process. Having a common assessously improving their programs.
toward the same
ment tool allows each program to
Unlike from many other assessment
goals
and
share
a
work toward the same goals and
tools, the QSA Tool is designed to be
share a common vision despite geoused by program staff and other
common vision despite
graphic distance (NYSAN, 2007).
stakeholders, including youth, famgeographic distance.
In New York City, Doreen Teh
ily members, and school and comof the Child Center of New York’s
munity partners, without an exterprogram at P.S. 24 asserts that the self-assessment process
nal observer. Programs may use the QSA Tool to assess
allows her to develop stronger partnerships and improve
their program along all ten elements of program quality
the sustainability of her program:
at one time, or they may use parts of the QSA Tool over
[The QSA Tool] has strengthened the communicaseveral weeks or even throughout the program year.
tion between the afterschool program and the school;
In August and September 2009, NYSAN used a weball staff members have a clear understanding of probased instrument to survey New York State afterschool
gram goals and can identify real opportunities for
providers about their use of the QSA Tool (NYSAN,
working together. We are speaking the same lan2009). Respondents included 106 program providers
guage and are more focused and intentional in our
from all regions of the state, including large and small
practice. It has created a common framework to
programs in rural, suburban, and urban communities.
guide our work. (NYSAN, 2007, p. 32)
Users of the QSA Tool reported numerous beneﬁts to
their programs. First and foremost, the self-assessment
successfully guided users through the processes of both
Technical Assistance
assessing quality and creating an action plan that fosters
In addition to the QSA Tool itself, programs have access
a shared sense of ownership and accountability among
to the QSA Tool User’s Guide, which provides practical
program stakeholders, while also building consensus
strategies and examples from afterschool practitioners on
about what constitutes a high-quality program. Program
best practices in self-assessment and program improveproviders also reported unanticipated results of use of
ment. The user’s guide includes information on beginthe tool, including attracting funding and improving rening a self-assessment, engaging stakeholders in the prolationships between programs and schools. Eighty-three
cess, and using assessment ﬁndings to create an action
percent of QSA Tool users reported reaping beneﬁts from
plan for addressing areas in need of improvement.
use of the QSA Tool, and 75 percent reported one or
Moreover, NYSAN developed an online version of
more distinct changes in their program after using the
the user’s guide, which provides direct links to dozens of
QSA Tool for self-assessment. Moreover, 55 percent of
resources organized around the ten elements of program
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FOR MORE INFORMATION
The second edition of the NYSAN quality
framework and QSA Tool is being
released in 2010. For more information
on using or adapting the quality
framework, user’s guide, or QSA Tool,
please contact NYSAN at 646-943-8670 or
info@nysan.org.

quality. This user’s guide helps afterschool practitioners
assess their programs and make feasible, effective changes
to improve program quality. The user’s guide booklet and
website are available, free of charge, at www.nysan.org.
Additional supports include conference workshops,
trainings, and program supports designed around the
quality framework. Two annual statewide conferences,
designed for 21st CCLC grantees but attended by a wide
audience, are structured using the ten elements of program quality. Several NYSAN partner organizations, including The After-School Corporation and the Partnership
for After School Education, provide program quality elements from the quality framework in their training
menus. Regional afterschool networks throughout the
state also use the quality framework to offer professional
learning opportunities on program quality. Collectively,
these supports are part of a growing consensus across the
state regarding building capacity for quality programming.
The New York State Education Department (NYSED)
contracts with six Regional Student Support Services
Centers; each of the centers employs a regional coordinator who is trained in and has experience with the QSA
Tool. The regional coordinators often facilitate programs’
use of the QSA Tool or design program supports based
on the results of their self-assessments. At the Hudson
Valley Student Support Services Center, Regional
Coordinator Tammy Rhein shapes region-wide technical
assistance and professional development plans around
common areas in need of improvement as recognized
through local programs’ self-assessment results (personal
communication, July 6, 2009).
Carol Marshall, a teacher trainer with the Mid-State
Student Support Services Center, facilitates conversations about quality by starting with two elements identiﬁed by a program’s leaders as most relevant to the success
and sustainability of their work. According to Marshall,
one of the most useful purposes of the quality framework
is to help programs become familiar with best practices.

4
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Marshall noted, “I encourage them to learn and use the
language when writing objectives for their activities, or
for applying for grants that require a comprehensive, research-based approach to making a program successful
and sustainable. The QSA Tool is an effective resource for
so much more than self-assessment” (personal communication, July 6, 2009).

Statewide Institute for Public Agencies
As part of a long-term effort to build a coordinated, statewide system to support afterschool programs, NYSAN
led a two-year professional development experience for
the program managers of the major public funding
streams for afterschool programs in which the QSA Tool
was a central component.
Participating program managers represented staff
from NYSED and NYS Ofﬁce of Children and Family
Services, as well as the New York City Departments of
Education and of Youth and Community Development.
The quality framework provided structure for events
throughout the two-year initiative. NYSAN conducted a
needs assessment and provided training and support in
the areas of program quality requested most by institute
participants. As a result, all of the state and city agency
staff members who oversee large afterschool grants are
equipped to use the quality framework and QSA Tool
with the hundreds of publicly funded programs they
oversee and support.
Statewide Policy Development
Approaching program quality through policy development has proved to be an effective strategy to support the
development and sustainability of high-impact afterschool programs. NYSED has adopted the quality framework in two ways: requiring that agencies seeking 21st
CCLC funds design their programs around the ten elements of quality and subsequently requiring grantees to
use the QSA Tool twice each year. These requirements
are written into the 21st CCLC request for proposals as
well as other NYSED documents (NYS Education
Department, 2009). In New York City, the Department of
Youth and Community Development used the self-assessment tool to monitor grantees of the agency’s Out-ofSchool Time Initiative, the largest municipally funded
out-of-school time system in the nation. The agency tells
programs that they will be held accountable to the QSA
standards, thereby encouraging them to use the QSA
Tool to design programs, maintain program quality, and
fulﬁll agency mandates. By using these policy strategies,
New York State is building a highly-effective afterschool

June 2010

system based on common quality standards in which continuous improvement and self-assessment are linked
with reporting and accountability requirements.

National Use of the QSA Tool

linking afterschool and early learning programs and
policies. Another planned addition will incorporate
language regarding inclusion of youth of all levels of
ability. Additionally, several new indicators will be added
to increase alignment between the QSA Tool and other
quality assessment tools, such as the Youth Program
Quality Assessment (Weikart Center for Youth Program
Quality, 2005).

As a result of its relevance to a myriad of programs, New
York’s quality framework has been adapted in several
states including Missouri, California, Ohio, and New
Mexico, each of which used NYSAN’s advice and experience in creating their frameworks and self-assessment
Achieving High-Impact Afterschool for All
tools. In some cases, states used the framework and QSA
Access to afterschool programs alone is insufﬁcient; qualTool and simply edited them to reﬂect local regulations
ity counts in ensuring that youth have access to supportand promising practices. For some states, the statewide
ive, effective afterschool programming. The ﬁeld is recafterschool network led the process, while in others the
ognizing this tenet more and more, as evidenced by a
state education agency or local groups took the lead and
growing investment in quality assessment. As described
have been successful in promoting wide adoption of their
by the Forum for Youth Investment (Yohalem & Wilsonnew tool. Data collected through the aforementioned
Ahlstrom, 2009):
survey (NYSAN, 2009) and anecdotes from across the
From a research perspective, more evaluations are
nation suggest that the framework and the self-assessment
including an assessment of program quality and
tool are a powerful pair, providing
many have incorporated settingboth research-based standards and
level measures (where the object of
Access
to
afterschool
an accessible instrument to help
measurement is the program, not
programs meet them.
the participants) in their designs.…
programs alone is
insufﬁcient; quality counts At the policy level, decision-makers
are looking for ways to ensure
Lessons Learned
in
ensuring
that
youth
that resources are allocated to proNYSAN has documented the develhave access to supportive, grams likely to have an impact.…
opment of the quality framework
effective afterschool
At the practice level, programs, orand QSA Tool to disseminate inforganizations and systems are lookmation about the process to other
programming.
ing for tools that help concretize
states and organizations. NYSAN
what effective practice looks like
has found that raising awareness
and allow practitioners to assess, reﬂect on and imand providing training in the use of the quality frameprove their programs. (p. 6)
work and the self-assessment tool are critical to promotThe NYSAN quality framework and QSA Tool have
ing wide adoption of both elements. In our survey, 37
moved programs in New York State closer to meeting
percent of respondents had never used the QSA Tool, and
quality standards and have created a stronger culture of
40 percent reported lack of understanding as a barrier to
continuous improvement in local and statewide afterits use in their programs. Many such respondents reportschool systems.
ed that education and training would support their programs’ use of the QSA Tool (NYSAN, 2009).
NYSAN has also learned that the quality framework
Acknowledgments
and QSA Tool must continuously evolve in response to
The author wishes to recognize NYSAN Steering
new research and changes in the ﬁeld. The NYSAN
Committee and Quality Assurance Committee members
Quality Assurance Committee is currently revisiting all
and NYSAN’s funders, past and present, without whom
quality indicators to be sure they remain essential to
the QSA Tool would not have been developed. The auprogram quality. Perhaps more importantly, the comthor would like to thank Sanjiv Rao, NYSAN director, for
mittee has discussed adding several indicators that eisupport and guidance in developing this article. Moreover,
ther provide new concepts or address aspects of prothe author thanks afterschool program providers across
gram quality more explicitly. For example, one new
New York State for their tireless efforts to support youth
indicator would address a current priority for the afterin their communities.
school and early childcare communities by speciﬁcally
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getting the right mix
Sustainability and Resource Development Strategies in
Out-of-School Time Youth Arts Programs in Massachusetts
by Christine Profﬁtt

High-quality youth arts programs that take place outside
the formal education system play a vital role in supporting the developmental needs and well-being of today’s
youth, particularly youth at risk of negative outcomes.
Out-of-school time (OST) youth arts programs provide
opportunities for youth to learn about themselves and
their world while cultivating skills they may be unable
to fully develop at home or at school. Research from the
past two decades shows that OST programs provide safe
and productive alternatives to the streets, gangs, and
jail; bolster academic performance, self-esteem, and
community involvement; prevent or minimize adverse
risk-taking behaviors; and teach skills essential for the
21st century workforce including creativity, innovation,
critical thinking, problem solving, and collaboration
(Americans for the Arts, 2006; Fiske, 1999; Gargarella,
2007; Heath & Soep,1998; Heath, Soep, & Roach,
1998; National Governors Association Center for Best
Practices, 2002; Wright, John, Offord, & Rowe, 2004).
By extension, these studies point to the importance of
funding youth arts programs.

Despite the evidence that the arts support positive
youth development, nonproﬁt arts organizations face,
in their never-ending search for funding, a shrinking
economy, a continuing decline in philanthropic contributions to the arts, and increased competition to raise
funds from the same pool of dwindling resources
(Americans for the Arts, 2006; Keating, Pradhan,
Wassall, & DeNatale, 2008). It seems surprising, then,
that so little attention has been paid to understanding
the methods by which OST youth arts programs develop the resources necessary to serve their intended
audiences in both the short and long terms.

CHRISTINE PROFFITT has nearly 15 years of experience in the nonproﬁt cultural sector in Worcester, MA. In 2000, she was named the
City of Worcester’s ﬁrst cultural development ofﬁcer and executive
director of the Worcester Cultural Coalition, a unique dual position
created to ensure that arts and culture play a vital role in Worcester’s planning and development. She was honored in 2001 by Centro Las Americas with the Outstanding Community Leader Award.
In 2002, she received Worcester Business Journal’s “40 Under 40”
Young Leader Award. Christine holds an undergraduate degree in
Studio Art and a master’s degree in Nonproﬁt Management from
Clark University.
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The research reported in this article focuses on understanding the strategies employed by OST youth arts programs in Massachusetts to promote ﬁnancial sustainability
and resource development. Using a comparative case-study
methodology, the research team examined a non-random
sample of ﬁve high-quality OST youth arts programs intended to be reasonably representative of those operating
in Massachusetts (see Figure 1). The team identiﬁed commonalities, particularities, themes, trends, and variations in
the strategies used to fund and sustain these programs. The
ﬁndings were juxtaposed with state and national expert
testimony and compared to the relatively small body of research on best-practice strategies for sustainability and resource development of OST youth programs. The research
team hopes that the practices for sustainability and resource
development revealed in this study will resonate with OST
youth arts programs that are seeking funding and will serve
as a resource for youth program developers, administrators, and leaders. This study can also help to guide donors
and funders—from foundations and government agencies
to businesses and philanthropists—who are looking for
ways to support youth arts programming.

Research Design and Methods
The ﬁndings reported here were drawn from 13 categories
of data on strategies for sustainability and resource development used by a non-random sample of communitybased OST youth arts programs in Massachusetts. The
data were collected primarily through in-person interviews with a total of 13 key program staff and organizational leaders from ﬁve programs. Additional sources of
data included limited on-site observations; follow-up
telephone interviews with participants; and a review of
related documents, including ﬁnancial documents, program brochures, and organization websites.
The research team used these data to attempt to answer the following central research questions:
1. What strategies for sustainability and resource development do high-quality OST youth arts programs
in Massachusetts employ?
2. To what extent do these programs use best-practice
methods of sustainability and resource development,
as identiﬁed in extant literature?
In order to provide a statewide and national perspective, we also asked related questions of two ﬁeld experts:
H. Mark Smith, YouthReach program manager of the
Massachusetts Cultural Council, and Traci Slater-Rigaud,
program manager of the Coming Up Taller Awards pro-
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PROGRAM SELECTION CRITERIA
s (IGH QUALITY YOUTH ARTS PROGRAM FUNDED IN
part, by the MCC’s YouthReach Program
s /PERATES AS AN ESTABLISHED C  ARTS
and cultural organization in Massachusetts
AN OUT OF SCHOOL TIME ENVIRONMENT
s 0ROGRAM BUDGET LESS THAN  
s !GE RANGE OF YOUTH SERVED IS n YEARS

Figure 1. Selected OST youth arts programs in
Massachusetts
gram of the President’s Committee on the Arts and the
Humanities. We asked them about the issues, challenges,
and opportunities that nonproﬁt arts organizations face in
maintaining and sustaining their youth programs.
This study examined youth arts programs that function outside the formal school environment and within
501(c)(3) nonproﬁts that classify themselves as arts and
cultural organizations. The criteria for selection focused
on the following key program attributes: quality, age
range of youth served (primarily teens), geographic location, community context (rural, urban, and suburban),
program budget size, creative discipline, years in operation, operating context, and ability to participate. We
purposely selected programs outside of Boston due to the
dramatic disproportion of funding available in the capital
compared to other parts of the state. In addition, all programs selected were funded, in part, by the Massachusetts
Cultural Council, a state agency.
In this study, high quality is deﬁned according to the
standards of the YouthReach program of the Massachusetts
Cultural Council (MCC, 2010), as described in its application for funding. Indicators of high-quality programming
include strong credentials of instructors and mentors as
artists and as educators; such credentials might include
graduate degrees or extensive experience as practicing artists. Other indicators are use of high-quality materials and
space, youth engagement in creative inquiry, ample opportunity for reﬂection on process and product, a sequential
curriculum that fosters accomplishment and mastery, and
opportunities to work toward a culminating event such as
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an exhibition or performance (MCC, 2010). The MCC’s
YouthReach program is a nationally recognized state art
agency model program, supported since its inception by
the National Endowment for the Arts. Youth arts programs
that receive YouthReach funding have met a rigorous standard of excellence, demonstrating high-quality program
design, community need and participation, and ﬁscal management and evaluation. Their funding applications have
been vetted by an intensive peer-review process using experts in the ﬁeld. For all of these reasons, YouthReach funding provided a legitimate and practical criterion for selecting high-quality OST youth arts programs for our study.

used by the sample Massachusetts OST youth arts programs for resource development and sustainability.

Effective Strategies for Resource
Development and Program Sustainability

2. Cultivating and Stewarding Key Program Champions

A synthesis of the literature reveals many similarities
among best-practice strategies used by OST youth programs of various types. A careful distillation of research,
including reports by The Finance Project (Anuszkiewizcz,
Salomon, Schmid, & Torrico, 2008; Deich & Hayes,
2007; Sandel, 2007), the Hamilton Fish Institute and the
National Mentoring Center (2007), and the Human
Interaction Research Institute (Backer & Barbell, 2006),
identiﬁes 13 strategies as the most common and effective
best practices used by successful OST youth programs
across the country:
UÊ Maximizing public support*
UÊ Building community support*
UÊ Cultivating key champions*
UÊ Creating earned revenue*
UÊ Maximizing in-kind resources*
UÊ Demonstrating and communicating results*
UÊ Building partnerships with the public and private
sectors
UÊ Conducting community fundraising to promote individual giving*
UÊ Advocating for public legislation to create more ﬂexibility in existing funding streams
UÊ Making better use of existing resources
UÊ Diversifying to build capacity*
UÊ Charging sliding-scale participation fees
UÊ Planning for sustainability and creating a formal plan
The strategies marked with an asterisk are those
identiﬁed by our 13 participants as being used by this
study’s sample, in some cases with variations. One additional strategy, hiring and training exceptional staff and
mentors, was revealed in study participant interviews as
a key practice that contributes to program funding and
sustainability. Thus, our study revealed nine strategies
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1. Building Community Support

Developing relationships and a positive public image in
the communities that the youth arts programs serve was
a recurring theme among study participants. Four of the
ﬁve programs employed this strategy, recognizing that
building relationships with community leaders and other
organizations can contribute to developing and maintaining a healthy public image which can, in turn, lead to
new sources of ﬁnancial and non-monetary support.

Administrators and staff from every program in this study
appeared to have actively cultivated and stewarded program champions as part of their funding strategy.
Responses from study participants indicated that this
strategy helped to attract public attention and led to new
funding opportunities. Champions included not only
legislators and other inﬂuencers outside the organization—business leaders, community leaders, public
school system administrators, funders, and donors—but
also people within the organization such as the executive
director, education director, and program manager, as
well as staff, parents or guardians of participating teens,
participants, alumni, and teachers.
3. Hiring and Training Exceptional Staff and Mentors

High-quality staff and mentors who can nurture relationships with youth, create an environment of trust and security, and provide in-depth artistic experiences were
identiﬁed as key contributors to successful youth arts
program fundraising. According to six respondents, the
quality of the program’s staff and mentors—both those
who run the program and those who work with students—directly inﬂuenced the effectiveness of the program. Ensuring that qualiﬁed, committed staff and mentors implement programs and actively engage youth was
viewed as an important strategy for achieving positive
youth development outcomes, which, in turn, were seen
as helping programs to secure funding.
4. Raising Funds from a Variety of Sources

The data indicate that all programs received a mix of ﬁnancial support from a variety of sources, including federal arts and non-arts funders, state and municipal agencies including the Massachusetts Cultural Council,
foundations, corporations, individuals, and, in one program, earned income. (See Table 1.) Parent organizations
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Table 1. Funding Sources
FEDERAL
SUPPORT1

STATE
SUPPORT2

MUNICIPAL
SUPPORT3

FOUNDATIONS

✔

Program A

CORPORATE
SUPPORT

INDIVIDUAL
DONATIONS

✔

✔

Program B

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

Program C4

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

Program D

✔

Program E

INTERNAL
ORGANIZATION
CONTRIBUTION

EARNED
INCOME

✔

✔
✔

✔

✔

✔

1

Federal support represents, for Programs B and C, funding from the NEA and the Coming Up Taller Awards program. Program E has also received federal support from the U.S.
Departments of Labor and Justice and through Community Development Block Grant funds.
2
State support in all cases is provided by the YouthReach program of the Massachusetts Cultural Council.
3
Municipal support is provided through the local cultural council, an arts-related funder.
4
Program C was funded, in part, by the parent organization’s educational endowment.

Table 2. Non-monetary Support
TECHNICAL
SUPPORT

VOLUNTEERS

ADVERTISING
& PROMOTION

PROGRAM
SUPPLIES

EQUIPMENT

FACILITY & SPACE

HOSPITALITY
& FOOD

OTHER
GIFTS

Program A

✔

Program B

✔
✔

Program C

✔

Program D

✔

Program E

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

Program A

✔

✔

✔

✔

CREATING
EARNED INCOME

GENERATING
IN-KIND SUPPORT

PROMOTING
INDIVIDUAL GIVING

EXTERNAL

DEMONSTRATING &
COMMUNICATING RESULTS

INTERNAL

MAXIMIZING FEDERAL,
STATE & MUNICIPAL
SUPPORT

LEGISLATORS

RAISING FUNDS FROM
A VARIETY
OF SOURCES

CULTIVATING & STEWARDING
KEY CHAMPIONS*

HIRING & TRAINING
STAFF & MENTORS

BUILDING COMMUNITY
SUPPORT

Table 3. Strategies for Sustainability and Resource Development

✔

Program B

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

Program C

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

Program D

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

Program E

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔
✔

✔

✔

*Cultivating and stewarding key champions is a widely used strategy among case programs. This strategy is further broken down into three components to reﬂect study participants’
distinctions between cultivating, on the one hand, elected ofﬁcials and other external champions such as community leaders, business leaders, and media; and, on the other, stewarding
internal champions including board members, key staff, students, teachers, and parents.
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EVALUATING AND COMMUNICATING
PROGRAM RESULTS
of four of the ﬁve programs contributed internal ﬁnancial
resources to support their programs. Only one organization reported having a permanent endowment.
This approach of seeking funds from a variety of
sources, whether used intentionally or not, enabled programs to be less dependent on any one source of funding
and, in theory, more sustainable. If one funder reduces its
support or cuts funding altogether—a possibility cited
by a majority of respondents as a major obstacle to program sustainability and growth—other funding sources
are likely already in the pipeline.
5. Maximizing Public Funding

“It’s up to the organization to do the translation; not all
non-arts funders are going to get it—that’s why I say a
speciﬁc strategy is being able to talk about your youth
DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM /THER FUNDERS WANT TO HEAR THE
other side.… You need to be able to be ﬂuent in all
languages, in the funders’ language.”
—H. MARK SMITH, YOUTHREACH PROGRAM MANAGER, MASSACHUSETTS
CULTURAL COUNCIL
“The best bet is building a solid model and making
[program assessment] an inherent part of that model.
/NE FUNDER IS NOT GOING TO LAST FOREVER AND YOU HAVE TO
BE ABLE TO MOVE QUICKLY $EVELOPING A SOLID MODEL THAT
CAN BE PRESENTED IN FRONT OF A VARIETY OF FUNDERS WHETHER
they be small local foundations or corporate sponsorships
OR STATE FUNDING ITS NECESSARY TO HAVE ALL PIECES IN ORDER
so you’re able to shop your program.”
—TRACI SLATER-RIGAUD, PROGRAM MANAGER, COMING UP TALLER
AWARDS PROGRAM OF THE PRESIDENT’S COMMITTEE ON THE ARTS AND
THE HUMANITIES

Programs B and C experienced success in accessing public funds from federal, state, and municipal arts agencies
such as the National Endowment for the Arts (NEA),
Massachusetts Cultural Council’s YouthReach program,
and the local cultural council. Program E was successful
in accessing federal funding from both arts and non-arts
agencies alike, including the NEA, National Endowment
for the Humanities, U.S. Departments of Education and
Justice, and the Community Development Block Grant
program, in addition to receiving funding from the state
cultural council.

improve their programs. All ﬁve programs used their
evaluation results in a variety of ways to promote the effectiveness of their programs to potential and existing
funders. For example, administrators and staff included
the information in grant applications, brochures, media
stories, and personal websites.

6. Generating In-kind Support

9. Promoting Individual Giving

In addition to ﬁnancial support, organizational leaders
and program staff of four of the ﬁve programs secured
non-monetary support as a deliberate strategy to reduce
operating costs. The resources obtained included facilities, volunteers, technical support, advertising and promotion, program supplies and equipment, hospitality
and food, and other gifts. (See Table 2.) For Programs B
and C, in-kind support in the form of pro-bono use of
facilities represented core support for the program.

Capital campaigns, annual fund appeals, and special
events were some of the ways in which organizations
promoted individual giving. Four of the ﬁve study programs received individual contributions in direct support of their youth arts programs.

7. Creating Earned Income

Program D was the only program that created earned income; it hosted occasional auctions of participating
youths’ artwork. Though this strategy produced a modest amount of funding, it was an intentional strategy to
supplement contributed income.
8. Demonstrating and Communicating Program Results

Program evaluation was viewed by the vast majority of
study participants as an important factor in program
funding and sustainability for two reasons: It provides
evidence that the program produces positive youth development results, making the case for funding need,
and it provides information on ways program leaders can
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Key Findings
Table 3 illustrates the strategies for sustainability and resource development employed by the ﬁve sample OST
youth arts programs in Massachusetts. Cultivating and
stewarding program champions, hiring and training exceptional staff and mentors, and demonstrating and communicating program results appeared to be the most
widely practiced strategies. The strategy of creating earned
income was used only by Program D. This may suggest an
opportunity for study participants to explore the potential for earned income as a new source of revenue.
The data in Table 3 and other responses from study
participants suggest several key ﬁndings related to our
research questions.

Fundraising a Challenge
Study participants rated the responsibility of fundraising
for their youth arts programs to be either “a signiﬁcant
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challenge” (six respondents) or “somewhat of a challenge” (seven respondents). In most instances, the program managers, executive directors, and artistic directors
were the ones who viewed fundraising as “a signiﬁcant
challenge,” while development directors and business
managers, who work directly with raising and managing
funds, perceived it as “somewhat of a challenge.”
Development directors tended to agree that more resources are available to support youth-related programming than other areas of organizational operations.
In all ﬁve programs, fundraising appeared to be a
shared responsibility among staff, including executive
and artistic directors, development directors, program
managers, and grantwriters; none of the ﬁve youth arts
programs relied solely on one person to raise the necessary resources to fund the program.
The majority of the programs’ parent organizations
employed full-time professional development staff to
help raise funds for the youth arts programs. The one
program that did not employ full-time development staff
was the only one to recruit volunteer fundraising assistance. Notably, the only parent organization that did not
employ development staff had the broadest base of ﬁnancial and in-kind support among the study programs.

Mix of Sources
OST youth arts programs included in this study generated
a diverse mix of support from government sources, foundations, businesses, individuals, earned income, in-kind
gifts, and their own organizations’ internal contributions.
All ﬁve programs generated income from three to six
different funding sources, including public and private

FACTORS IN SUCCESSFUL RESOURCE
DEVELOPMENT AND SUSTAINABILITY
Study participants often named factors in program
EFFECTIVENESS WHEN ASKED TO IDENTIFY SUCCESSFUL RESOURCE
DEVELOPMENT STRATEGIES
…getting to the kids and being able to help them.
Success in resource development… It’s human resources
mostly…. That’s the resource that is most important.
…hiring good people. If you hire somebody that’s not good,
say goodbye quickly…. Really listen to the kids. See if they
are building real relationships with the kids. [We] need a staff
that appreciates what it’s like to fundraise…. [We] always
have to ﬁgure out what we’re doing right and what we’re
doing wrong.
Have a deeply meaningful mission and then live it…. Make
sure everything works and relates back to the mission.
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sources. The mix varied among programs. A recent study
commissioned by the Wallace Foundation and conducted
by Public/Private Ventures and The Finance Project
shared a similar ﬁnding. The Cost of Quality Out-of-SchoolTime Programs (Grossman, Lind, Hayes, McMaken, &
Gersick, 2009) concluded that “OST programs typically
relied on three to ﬁve sources of funding, balancing public and private sources” (p. v).

Best Practices in Resource Development
Programs were found to have employed a diverse mix of
best-practice strategies for resource development and
sustainability as identiﬁed in the literature. Of the nine
strategies identiﬁed in this study, three programs employed eight, one employed seven, and one program
used only three. The most widely practiced strategies appeared to be cultivating and stewarding key champions,
hiring and training exceptional staff and mentors, and
demonstrating and communicating program results. The
program that employed the least diverse set of strategies
also had the least diverse base of support and was at the
greatest risk for discontinuance due to major challenges
in securing outside funding.
Unreliable and Unpredictable
Study participants perceived their greatest challenges to
sustainability and resource development to be the unreliability and unpredictability of funding. Most respondents
indicated that they could not predict where the money
would come from to continue their programs. Several respondents noted that the level of support was unreliable.
Several questioned why funders tend to decrease or eliminate funding for seasoned and effective programs in favor of new, unproven ones.
Exceptional Staff as Key
Study participants viewed hiring and training exceptional staff and mentors to be the most important single factor in successful fundraising and program sustainability.
We interpreted this practice, described repeatedly by
study participants, to be a key strategy for enhancing
program effectiveness and thereby promoting resource
development and sustainability. Study participants—
even development directors whose primary responsibility
is fundraising—revealed a noticeable preference to talk
more about the content of the program than about the
funding and sustainability strategies we were researching. This preference reinforced the ﬁnding that a majority of participants strongly felt that program effectiveness
is the cornerstone of effective fundraising.
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WHY SOME HIGH-QUALITY OST
YOUTH ARTS PROGRAMS FAIL
No Written Plan
Though a formal process for sustainability planning was
described in the literature as being central to successful
resource development and sustainability (Backer &
Barbell, 2006; Hamilton Fish Institute & National
Mentoring Center, 2007), we found that study participants did not regularly engage in written planning.

Interpreting the Data
The ﬁndings of this limited-sample study suggest some
conclusions about resource development and sustainability for OST youth arts programs.
/ iÀiÊÃÊÊiÃâiwÌÃ>Ê>««À>V . While we saw
a high degree of overlap in the resource development strategies used, each program included in this study employed
a customized combination of three to eight best-practice
strategies. This ﬁnding suggests that programs tailored
their approaches based on a variety of factors, including
human and ﬁnancial resources, the surrounding community and its funders, and the program’s speciﬁc needs.
Ê ÜÀÌÌiÊ «>Ê >ÞÊ ÌÊ LiÊ VÀÕV>° A consistent
lack of resource development and sustainability plans in
the programs studied may indicate that such a plan is not
necessary for successful youth arts fundraising. The key
to successful development might lie not in organized efforts, but rather in consistent and creative efforts. The
strategies identiﬁed by study participants seemed to be
exercised as part of an intuitive approach to resource development and sustainability rather than a formal, systematic one. Study participants seemed to view the fundraising approaches they described less as strategies than
as integrated activities that nonproﬁt organizations naturally engage in to support their mission-based work.
*À}À>Ê µÕ>ÌÞÊ `iÃÊ ÌÊ }Õ>À>ÌiiÊ vÕ`}°
Three of the ﬁve programs involved in this study received
national recognition for their excellence in innovative
programming from the highly competitive Coming Up
Taller Awards program of the President’s Committee on
the Arts and the Humanities. Yet even for these highquality, effective programs, funding remains a constant
challenge. Accolades, name recognition, and a solid track
record of positive program results seemed to help programs leverage funding, but they did not replace the
need for resource development strategies.
-âipvÊ Ì iÊ LÕ`}iÌÊ ÀÊ Ì iÊ «À}À>p`iÃ½ÌÊ
>ÌÌiÀ°Ê In this study, the program that had by far the
smallest budget, and the only one of the ﬁve programs
that did not employ a director of development, seemed
to be the most successful in securing a broad base of ﬁnancial and in-kind support. What makes this program
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“Good intentions don’t pay the bills…. There are a lot of
great teaching artists, historians, caring adults who are
willing to leap head ﬁrst into these community-based
programs but don’t understand the necessity of building
an infrastructure that is sustainable.”
—TRACI SLATER-RIGAUD, COMING UP TALLER
“Some of the programs that don’t exist anymore—they
WERE PROJECTS OF AN INDIVIDUAL OR SMALL GROUP OF PEOPLE
and the organization acted like a ﬁscal agent. Not a
lot of the institution’s efforts went into supporting the
program. Then there’s another whole group of programs
THAT DONT EXIST BECAUSE THE INSTITUTION ITSELF DID NOT HAVE
the strength and was on shaky ground. Program strength
is strongly linked to the strength of the institution.”
—H. MARK SMITH, YOUTHREACH, MASSACHUSETTS CULTURAL COUNCIL

successful? Is it the content of the program, the nature of
its community, or the ingenuity of the staff? Or does the
program simply employ the right mix of strategies?
Further inquiry may provide a better understanding of
the reasons.
iÃÌÊ«À>VÌViÃÊ«ÀÛiÊÌ iÀÊÜÀÌ ° The high degree
of overlap in best-practice strategies for resource development and sustainability found in the literature and
used by this study’s sample suggests that, whether or not
program leaders recognized it, their fundraising success
could be attributed to their use of these best-practice
strategies.
*À}À>ÃÊ Ìi`Ê ÌÊ VLiÊ >Ê Û>ÀiÌÞÊ vÊ vÕ`}Ê
ÃÕÀViÃÊ>`ÊvÕ`À>Ã}Ê>««À>V iÃ° A broad base of
support, both ﬁnancial and in-kind, is important to resource development and sustainability. The unpredictability and unreliability of funding encouraged fundraisers to seek support from a variety of sources, including
foundations, corporations, individuals, and government
agencies. Program leaders and staff also tended to secure
support not only from a variety of sources, but in a variety of ways, including grantwriting, soliciting corporate
sponsorships, generating earned income, seeking in-kind
donations, and contributing their own organization’s
cash. Nonmonetary or in-kind support, typically in the
form of facility space, equipment and supplies, marketing and advertising, professional expertise, volunteers,
and hospitality and food, often helped programs reduce
operating costs. For two programs that received rent-free
facilities, in-kind support represented core support.
"««ÀÌÕÌiÃÊ iÝÃÌÊ vÀÊ vÕÀÌ iÀÊ `ÛiÀÃwV>Ì°Ê
The study results suggest that programs may ﬁnd additional funding opportunities, particularly in the categories of individual giving and earned income. A 2007 report from the Giving USA Foundation said that
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individual giving accounted for 75.6 percent of total U.S.
philanthropic contributions, or $223 billion, with foundations accounting for 12.6 percent, and corporations
and corporate foundations representing 7.6 percent, or
$12.7 billion (“Charitable Giving Reached $295 Billion,”
2007). Thus, the practice of promoting individual giving
warrants closer consideration. In addition, creation of
earned income was the least practiced strategy among
the programs in this study, with only one program implementing it. These two areas seem to offer opportunities
for new avenues of support for the OST youth arts programs in this study.
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Project Exploration’s
Sisters4Science
Involving Urban Girls of Color in Science Out of School
by Gabrielle Lyon and Jameela Jafri

Project Exploration’s Sisters4Science (S4S) is an afterschool program for middle and high school urban girls
of color. Designed to get girls interested in science, keep
girls interested in science, and equip girls with skills and
experiences that enable them to pursue science, S4S
creates a science-rich learning environment that puts
girls at the center.
This paper sketches the context for participation
in science by girls from historically underrepresented
populations and offers a detailed description of S4S
and its personalized, girl-centered pedagogy. The S4S
example suggests a need to complement current outof-school science programs with lessons from girl-centered practice and research.

S4S in Context
Participants in Sisters4Science represent the young
people least likely to participate or achieve in science.
Sisters are primarily African-American and Latina girls
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Sisters4Science

who attend schools where the
agenda for nearly three decades.
majority of students (upwards
Gender-speciﬁc programming
Special
of 80 percent) come from low
has been a focal point for ensocioeconomic backgrounds.
couraging girls’ engagement in
Intelligent
Furthermore, many of our girls
science (U.S. Department of
Satisﬁed
join S4S at a time when they
Education, 2007).
are struggling academically.
The late 1990s and the
Terriﬁc
Populations historically un2000s saw a growth in case
ENVY US
derrepresented in science are
studies describing programs
discouraged from participating
that effectively engage girls and
Real
in out-of-school science experiminority youth in science.
ences by multiple factors includIntroducing girls to role modScientiﬁcally smart
ing lack of transportation, monels, such as female scientists,
ey for pay program fees, a sense
has been identiﬁed as one way
4EVER AND ALWAYS
of “welcome” at the program,
to encourage girls to envision a
and accessibility to students
career in science (Basu &
with disabilities. Intermittent
Barton, 2007; Cachaper, et al.,
Social
or non-existent programming
2008; Fancsali, 2003; Ferreira,
acutely affects participation by
2001; Zacharia & Barton,
Caring
students from historically un2004). Other strategies have foIndifferent [to social norms] cused on fostering girls’ sense of
derrepresented populations;
most high-caliber science proability and self-efﬁcacy in sciElegant
grams are restricted to academic
ence and technology (Denner,
high achievers or to students
Bean, & Martinez, 2009). These
Nice
from families with the means to
recommendations emerge from
Courageous
pay for programs (Campbell,
studies showing that girls tend
Denes, & Morrison, 2000; Jolly,
to underestimate their abilities
Emotional
Campbell, & Perlman, 2004;
in science and math, even when
—Jasmine
Lynch, 2000; Lyon, 2009; Scharf
they perform well in these sub& Woodlief, 2000). A lack of
jects (Halpern, et al., 2007).
(Jafri, 2007, p. 1)
personal connection to science
Decades of focused attencan give students the feeling that
tion and development of spewhat is taught is not relevant to them (Bouillon & Gomez,
ciﬁc programs that engage girls in science have not led to
2001), particularly when they come from communities
the anticipated increases in participation at the college,
traditionally marginalized in science, including minorigraduate school, or professional levels. Recent reports
ties, new immigrants, low-income students, and students
suggest that women make up only 25 percent of the over
who do not perform well in school.
5 million scientists in the United States, and women of
Urban minority girls also face social and cultural
color make up just 2 percent of that group (Girls Coalition
stereotypes that can steer them away from science, engiof Greater Boston, 2009).
neering, and math—both in and out of school. The midEngagement, Capacity and Continuity: A Trilogy for
dle school years have emerged as a critical period for
Student Success (Jolly, et al., 2004) explores why successes
engaging and sustaining girls’ interest in science.
in individual programs are not translating into more
Extensive research suggests that a lack of self-efﬁcacy,
progress at the systemic level. In summary:
not mental ability, hinders girls’ participation in science
Stand-alone efforts that try to improve student acaas they move from elementary to middle and high school
demic performance or increase student interest in
(Halpern, et al., 2007; Simpkins & Davis-Kean, 2005).
certain careers will only have limited success. It is
the combination of “engagement, capacity, and continuity” that’s essential to real progress. We’ve often
Design Issues
said to children, “You can be whatever you want, as
Encouraging minority youth—particularly girls—to purlong as you work hard enough.” But children need
sue science has been on the national education policy
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access and support in order for that to happen. The
ECC [engagement, capacity, continuity] Trilogy focuses on not just the child’s will, but on the structures that are needed to support that will, to ensure
that all children do get to become whatever they
want. (Jolly, et al., 2004, p. iii)

female relatives and with other adult women and
young women.
UÊGirls learn about the different roles women can play in
families, in communities, and the workplace.
UÊ In terms of girls’ development, programs take on a
role that other institutions such as schools, communities, and families do not. (Mead & Boston Women’s
Fund, 2000)

We propose an additional observation: Case studies
examining science programs designed to target girls fail
The experience of Project Exploration’s
to incorporate lessons learned from local and national
Sisters4Science suggests that science programs that
studies of “best practices” for (non-science) girls’ prowant to recruit and retain urban girls of color need to
gramming. By and large, these studies indicate singletap into this base of practice and research.
sex youth development programs for girls are of the
highest quality when grounded in
a philosophy that recognizes that
Nuts and Bolts of S4S
The middle school years
girls have unique needs. That is,
Project Exploration (see www.
have emerged as a
effective, high-quality girls’ proprojectexploration.org) is a Chicagocritical
period
for
engaging
grams are characterized not simply
based nonproﬁt science education
and sustaining girls’
by the absence of boys, but rather
organization whose mission is to
by the presence of speciﬁc youth demake science accessible to the pubinterest in science.
velopment strategies that are genderlic—especially minority youth and
Extensive research
sensitive (Mead & Boston Women’s
girls—through personalized experisuggests that a lack of
Fund, 2000; Roychoudhury, Tippins,
ences with science and scientists. In
self-efﬁcacy, not mental
& Nichols, 1995).
1999, Project Exploration launched
Much of this research is
an afterschool program for middle
ability, hinders girls’
grounded in an approach that asks
participation in science as and high school African-American
girls what matters from their perand Latina girls to connect girls’
they move from
spectives. For example, in Integrating
lives and experiences to science and
elementary to middle
Vision and Reality: Possibilities for
the natural world. Sisters4Science is
Urban Girls Programs, Molly Mead
intended to:
and high school.
and the Young Sisters for Justice—
UÊ Help girls develop self-esteem
a program of the Boston Women’s Fund—undertook a
about their thoughts, feelings, experiences, and decisions
research project to understand what makes an ideal
UÊ Encourage girls to explore natural science in a safe engirls program (2000). They conducted case studies of
vironment
three programs in urban communities that worked
UÊ Expose participants to the wide variety of roles played
with girls of color, the majority of whom came from
by women in science
low-income families. Based on their case studies, the
UÊ Improve girls’ overall school performance by developresearchers summarized key beneﬁts of single-sex proing goal-setting, decision-making, and communication
grams for girls:
skills
UÊ Programs are designed with girls’ experiences and
UÊ Combine science learning with leadership development
strengths in mind.
UÊPrograms for girls are run by adult women, who simulDrawing on philosophy and pedagogy inherent in
taneously serve as role models.
girl-only youth programs (Fullwood, Davis, & Debold,
UÊPrograms help girls recognize the inequities they face
2000; Mead & Boston Women’s Fund, 2000; Ms.
in the world and help them develop strategies to overFoundation for Women, 2001; Phillips, 2007), S4S puts
come those inequities.
girls at the center of its endeavors. S4S facilitators are reUÊGirls learn to respect themselves and one another.
sponsible for creating experiences that speak to girls’ interUÊ Girls learn the importance of connecting with other
ests and experiences. S4S is run after school between
girls and focusing on issues of joint concern.
October and May at ﬁve sites. In 2007, 73 girls particiUÊGirls learn to develop positive relationships with their
pated in the program; 93 percent were African American
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S4S Portrait in Practice
h'IRLS WELCOME WELCOME $O YOU REMEMBER WHERE WERE GOING THIS WEEKEND 4HATS RIGHT )NGLESIDE )LLINOISv
Jameela, the Project Exploration program facilitator, is ushering in a dozen middle school girls. At the front
OF THE ROOM THE VISITING SCIENTIST ,ISA IS UNPACKING SUPPLIES FOR THE DAYS ACTIVITY WITH THE HELP OF TWO GIRLS
/N THE WALL IS A POSTER WITH A PHOTO OF EACH 3ISTER AND HER HANDWRITTEN NAME
h$R 3HAKAYA COME ON GRAB YOUR SNACK WERE JUST STARTING 'IRLS IF YOU HAVENT SIGNED THE THANK YOU NOTES
to the scientists who were with us last week, do that while you’re getting snack.” Jameela calls the girls
hDOCTORv AND HUGS THEM AS THEY ARRIVE
4HE GIRLS ARE FAMILIAR WITH THE ROUTINE GRAB A SNACK SIGN THANK YOU CARDS lND THEIR JOURNALS TAKE A SEAT
The energy of the classroom is lighthearted and comfortable.
h*AMEELA !T )NGLESIDE WILL WE STILL GET TO EAT ALL WE WANT AT THE MEALSv 4HIS WEEKEND 33 WILL TRAVEL TO A
nature center for a leadership retreat.
h4HATS A GOOD QUESTION ) REMEMBER WHEN WE WENT TO ,AKE 'ENEVA IT WAS A BUFFET ) DONT KNOW IF IT WILL
be the same set-up. I will check and let you know.”
As the girls get settled, the room quiets. The girls stop shufﬂing their things, put away lip gloss, and turn to
the front of the room.
h/+ v *AMEELA SAYS SHIFTING GEARS hJOURNAL TIME 7HAT DO WE WRITEv
h$ATE TIME PLACEv 4HE GIRLS HAVE THEIR JOURNALS OPEN AND ARE mIPPING TO A NEW PAGE
h!RE WE @AM OR @PMv
“p.m.!”
h2IGHT PM 7ERE SCIENTISTSWE LOVE USING OUR UNITS 4ODAY ) HAVE A SPECIAL PROMPT BECAUSE WERE STARTING
A NEW EXPLORATION $O YOU REMEMBER HOW A FEW WEEKS AGO WE WERE WONDERING DURING SNACK TIME @7HAT
THE HECK IS IN WHAT ) AM EATING 7ELL THATS WHAT WERE GOING TO GET INTO TODAYv
!ND SO THE SESSION BEGINS )N THE NEXT HOUR AND FORTY lVE MINUTES THE GIRLS WILL INTRODUCE THEMSELVES TO ,ISA BY
PLAYING A NAME GAME IN WHICH THEY IDENTIFY THEIR FAVORITE ICE CREAM WILL DISAGGREGATE FAT FROM MILK AND OBSERVE
the rates of diffusion of food coloring in different fat-quantity milks, and will make their own ice cream.
!S ,ISA A FOOD SCIENTIST TAKES STUDENTS THROUGH A LAB PROTOCOL THAT MIMICS ONE SHES WORKING ON IN HER STATE
HEALTH DEPARTMENT LAB *AMEELA CONNECTS THE DOTS AND KEEPS THE ACTIVITIES FROM BECOMING ABSTRACT h7HAT
IS THE CUP LIKE THAT WERE POURING INTO /UR STOMACHS RIGHT 7HAT IS THE VINEGAR LIKE 4HE ACID IN OUR
STOMACHSv *AMEELA HAD PREPPED THE GIRLS THE PREVIOUS WEEK ABOUT FOOD PROCESSING IN THE HUMAN BODY
*AMEELA CHECKS ON THE GIRLS OBSERVATIONS AS THEY WORK IN PAIRS AT DESKS AROUND THE ROOM h(OW MUCH
VINEGAR DID YOU STIR IN (OW MUCH LIQUID DO YOU HAVE NOW (OW MUCH DID YOU START WITH 9OU CAN ALWAYS
make notes, don’t forget—your journal is your friend.”
*AMEELA BUILDS REAL LIFE CONNECTIONS BETWEEN ,ISA AND THE 3ISTERS 3HE HAS WORKED WITH ,ISA IN ADVANCE TO
ENSURE THE ACTIVITY WILL BE AUTHENTIC SOMETHING THAT TAPS INTO WHAT ,ISA IS WORKING ON AND WONDERING
about as a scientist and that connects directly with the girls’ questions.
“Just 20 minutes left, and we need to make ice cream.”
4HE INGREDIENTS HAVE BEEN PRE MEASURED TO SAVE TIME 4HE GIRLS POUR SALT AND ICE INTO LARGE SEALABLE PLASTIC
bags, add bags with ice-cream ingredients, wrap the package with newspaper, and shake. They toss the
TAPED BUNDLES FOR lVE MINUTES AND ITS READY TO EAT !LREADY THEIR RIDES ARE WAITING PARENTS ARE CALLING
girls’ cell phones.
h AM SHARP ON 3ATURDAY FOR THE RETREAT $ONT BE LATEv *AMEELAS VOICE TRICKLES AFTER THEM
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and 5 percent Latina. Seventh-graders made up 47 percent
of participants, eighth-graders 44 percent, ninth-graders 8
percent, and sixth-graders 1 percent (Jafri, 2007).
S4S anchors Project Exploration’s Services for Girls
programs, which enable staff to foster long-term relationships with girls and give them ongoing opportunities to develop the skills and experience they need to
consider pursuing science in, and beyond, college. The
All Girls Expedition is an intensive two-week immersion experience that allows a dozen high school girls to
learn practical geology, biology, evaluation, and ﬁeld
science. Girls’ Health and Science Day is an annual
conference designed by S4S to provide information on
girls’ health issues. Each spring 120 girls in grades
7–10, including but not limited to S4S girls, participate in a day-long conference that includes workshops
on self-defense, puberty, sexually transmitted diseases,
teen dating, and violence. Finally, Project Exploration’s
Women in Science supports female scientists to lead
science activities across these programs.
Research into out-of-school time science programs
lacks detailed descriptions of programs that are effective at recruiting and retaining girls and minority youth
to science (Lee & Luykx, 2006; McClure, Rodriguez,
Cummings, Falkenberg, & McComb, 2007). The following description of the program structure and curriculum of Sisters4Science may help ﬁll the gap.

Program Structure
School Partnership

Project Exploration establishes written contracts with
partner schools outlining roles and responsibilities.
Project Exploration agrees, for example, to provide a
given number of sessions, to develop and document the
S4S curriculum, and to provide materials and supplies.
We also recruit and train the scientists who work with
the girls and facilitate a year-end event for the school
community. The school, in turn, provides a meeting
room with secure storage, contributes ﬁnancially to help
cover a portion of the program cost, and designates a
contact teacher who ensures that the room is open and
ready and that the girls are reminded about sessions.
Recruitment

Project Exploration works with each contact teacher to
recruit 12–15 girls who are willing to experience something new and are curious about science. They need not
be academically successful or excel at science.
Recruitment typically consists of posting ﬂyers and an-
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nouncements and sending information home with all
the girls in a school. Project Exploration staff and S4S
alumna visit classes and run hands-on activities or set
up a booth at a back-to-school open house. We work
closely with the contact teacher to ensure that girls who
sign up are informed about weekly sessions and are supported to participate. S4S maintains an open-door policy: Any girl in the school can come to any session; however, to be eligible for ﬁeld trips, girls need to attend
three sessions in a row.
Working with Scientists

Introducing youth to scientists is built into the mission of
Project Exploration. The U.S. Department of Education
(2007) says that exposing girls to female role models
who are successful in math and science can counteract
“stereotype threat”—negative stereotypes that girls may
develop about themselves. Our own anecdotal experience in S4S reveals that students often do not know what
their possible future selves and careers could be. Since
Project Exploration began ten years ago, we have been
working with scientists who are dedicated to public outreach. Since then, Project Exploration has developed a
cadre of approximately 50 professional women scientists
and graduate students who are part of a formal Project
Exploration Women in Science program. Recruitment
happens through word-of-mouth as well as through established partnerships with universities, corporations,
local informal science institutions, and museums. An annual training for Women in Science members orients
them to Project Exploration’s personalized approach to
science as well as to constructivist and youth development strategies for teaching science.
Identity as a Foundation

At the heart of the narrative of S4S is an effort to enable
girls to feel special and to be trailblazers. For example,
the “S4S True/False Quiz: A Statistical Glimpse of Girls
and Women in Science and in Life” explores careers,
school, and self-image. Sample questions include:
UÊ 98% of secretaries are women. (True.)
UÊ 40% of computer scientists are women. (False. Only
4% are women.)
UÊ 34% of high school girls are advised by teachers not to
take senior math. (True.)
Girls document their collective responses. As the
group reviews answers and graphs data, participants talk
about what surprised them and why. A discussion about
data and statistics also begins to foster a sense of identity:
Sisters are working to change the face of science.
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Girls at the Center

Long-term Relationships

Putting girls at the center means enabling girls to shape
Project Exploration fosters and supports long-term relawhat is most worth knowing and experiencing by cotionships with participants in all our programs. Students
creating curriculum. S4S exempliﬁes this co-creation
who participate in a Project Exploration program are inwith two launch activities that shape the year’s learning
vited to science explorations, special events, and leaderenvironment and curriculum: a code of conduct and an
ship opportunities throughout middle and high school.
interest survey.
Project Exploration offers a minimum of four programs
At the beginning of the year, each group of girls creeach year; S4S participants are invited to extend their
ates a code of conduct that reﬂects what they think is
connections to science and scientists with students from
necessary to create a safe space
other Project Exploration prowhere they can explore science and
grams. Practically, this means that
Putting girls at the center girls who are no longer in S4S beleadership together. From this acmeans enabling girls
tivity, one group of girls developed
cause they have completed middle
the mantra “One Diva, One Mic” as
school continue to have opportuto shape what is
a way to express the importance of
nities to interact meaningfully with
most worth knowing
allowing a girl to speak without inProject Exploration staff and stuand experiencing by
terruption from her peers. The saydents. This emphasis on developco-creating
curriculum.
ing was subsequently adopted
ing long-term relationships is enacross program sites (Jafri, 2007).
capsulated in a saying repeated by
The interest survey serves as a needs assessment at
both staff and students: “Once a Project Exploration stuthe beginning of the program. It surfaces scientiﬁc topdent, always a Project Exploration student!”
ics of interest as well as the girls’ social and cultural interests—how they like to spend their time, their hopes
Personalized Experiences with Science and Scientists
and expectations for the year, and so on. The results of
One of the goals of S4S is to introduce girls to profesthe survey materialize as the year’s program units.
sional women scientists whose presence can help girls
envision careers in science. Working with Women in
Science exposes Sisters to the roles played by women in
Program Overview
the scientiﬁc world and challenges perceptions about
A typical 90-minute S4S session begins with girls signing
what women can and cannot do. Girls have opportuniin, taking a healthy snack, and picking up their journals.
ties to ask scientists questions about their lives, educaWarm-ups or brainteasers create a positive group dynamtional and career paths, and families and home lives.
ic and get the girls energized and focused. Most sessions
center around an activity presented by a visiting scientist
during which girls learn about the scientist’s personal caJournaling
reer path and explore a speciﬁc scientiﬁc topic in depth.
Writing and discussion create “safe spaces” in which girls
Each session includes journaling and personal reﬂection.
can explore personal experiences as well as scientiﬁc
The ﬁrst unit of the year at each site is dedicated to
ideas. S4S journaling sessions are conducted within the
understanding the nature of science. Girls work through
framework of the code of conduct created by the girls.
ideas about how science works: data and data collection,
Journaling enables girls to document their learning,
differences between evidence and opinion, science as
thoughts, and ideas as well as to practice communication
something observable, and so on. They build on these
skills. Sharing entries with one another reinforces the deideas throughout the year as they explore two or three
velopment of girls’ identities as Sisters and can help faadditional units, each lasting two or three sessions, based
cilitators to personalize otherwise abstract concepts.
on their interests. In 2007, units ranged from engineering to evolutionary biology, chemistry, and forensics.
Students’ Lived Experiences as Entry Points
Finding ways to make abstract scientiﬁc ideas accessible
is at the heart of Project Exploration’s approach. All of our
Personalized Curriculum
programs help students to make choices and to develop
Project Exploration has developed a personalized curprojects based on their interests and curiosity.
riculum model designed to foster access and equity in
For example, one topic girls often express interest in
out-of-school science programming. S4S employs this
learning about is “life through time.” Conceptualizing
approach across activities.
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4.5 billion years of evolution is challenging for students
UÊ *ÀiÊ>`Ê«ÃÌ«>ÀÌV«>ÌÊ>ÃÃiÃÃiÌ° We gauge
and teachers alike. How to render ancient periods, eras,
girls’ evolving comfort with science and familiarity
and epochs relevant?
with science concepts.
We begin with a journal prompt: “Write about a moUÊ 9i>Ài`Ê«iÀvÀ>ViÊ>ÃÃiÃÃiÌ° Tied to our culment in your life when something changed and you were
minating Reﬂection of Knowledge, this assessment is
different afterward.” The girls construct a timeline of these
grounded in the girls’ actual work and presentations.
moments using paper, glue, glitter, and markers; then they
share their work. In a subsequent session we broach the
Each year girls evaluate the program in terms of
history of life on earth and the geologic timeline in terms
three S4S themes: what it means to be a leader, science
of moments of change and differskills, and the growth of scientiﬁc
ence, using our personal timelines
Working with Women in content knowledge drawn from
as an access point. This exploration
personal experience. Girls respond
Science exposes Sisters to to questions such as, “What speincludes a ﬁeld trip to a lab or a museum collection, or sometimes a the roles played by women ciﬁc skills in science do you feel
rock-hounding trip alongside an
in the scientiﬁc world and you have gained? Based on your
evolutionary biologist or geologist.
experiences, what are the characchallenges perceptions
teristics of a leader?” Year-end
about
what
women
can
Culminating Event
evaluations from 2007 suggest that
and cannot do.
Project Exploration’s personalized
girls demonstrated growth in leadcurriculum calls for opportunities
ership and decision-making skills
to publicly and visibly celebrate students’ growth. S4S
as well as positive shifts in attitudes towards science, inconcludes with a Reﬂection of Knowledge, a culminating
cluding an increased ability to do science (Jafri, 2007).
event in which girls showcase their leadership skills and
When asked “What is the best part of being in
scientiﬁc knowledge to parents, teachers, scientists, and
S4S?” Sisters responded:
peers. For the facilitator, the Reﬂection of Knowledge
UÊÊWe get to learn new things that wouldn’t come to you
serves as a performance assessment of core concepts and
every day.
content knowledge. Each Reﬂection concludes with a
UÊÊI feel that I am more interested in science because
certiﬁcate ceremony during which each girl is recognized
of S4S.
and celebrated for her contributions. Acknowledging
UÊÊIt’s just girls and we can do things cooperatively together.
girls’ work and interest in science publicly reinforces the
UÊÊHaving time away from my family and learning about
narrative of Sisters as trailblazers, emphasizing that their
science.
interests are valuable to a diverse community.
UÊÊWe get to answer questions and ask questions and we
really learn stuff we didn’t even know. (Jafri, 2007)

How Are We Doing?
An emphasis on evaluation and feedback has helped
S4S evolve over time. The program uses a variety of
tools to assess program delivery and impact:
UÊ *>ÀÌV«>ÌÊÌÀ>V}° We track how many different
girls attend as well as which girls come consistently.

MAKING ROOM
/UR hTIMELINEv PROMPT HAS REGULARLY ELICITED HIGHLY PERSONAL
STORIES FROM OUR WRITERS 'IRLS HAVE WRITTEN ABOUT WHEN THEY
changed schools or had an accident such as falling down the stairs,
but they also write about deaths in their family or the trauma of
LOSING FAMILY MEMBERS TO PRISON OR VIOLENCE $URING A JOURNALING
SESSION LIKE THIS ONE FACILITATORS WORK TO ENSURE THAT GIRLS HAVE
TIME TO SHARE AND DISCUSS WHATEVER EMERGES 3OMETIMES WHATEVER
ELSE WE MIGHT HAVE HAD PLANNED FOR THE DAY IS PUT ON HOLD
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While S4S is not the only experience in a program year
that helps girls to think of themselves as capable leaders,
participants regularly tell staff they overcome personal obstacles, including peer pressure and lack of parental support, to choose S4S over other afterschool opportunities.
Project Exploration is working to better understand
what motivates girls to return to S4S every year as well as
what hinders or encourages their participation in science
activities both in and out of S4S. Girls make up more
than 70 percent of all Project Exploration program participants, and S4S participants make up approximately
30 percent of our more than 250 students. We know anecdotally that many S4S girls participate in other Project
Exploration programs beyond middle school, through
high school and into college. We anticipate undertaking
a longitudinal study that disaggregates S4S data from cu-
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mulative Project Exploration data. Until then, we track a
selection of indicators for all Project Exploration students
including retention, high school graduation, and college
majors. This aggregated data shows that 43 percent of all
girls who graduate from high school as Project Exploration
ﬁeld alumnae have gone on to major in science.
Consistent participation and demonstrated growth
in science skills and motivation by girls in S4S suggests
that girls who have traditionally not been encouraged to
pursue science—particularly girls of color who may not
be academically successful—are interested in science,
can do science, and will stick with science when given
personalized opportunities to explore it.

UÊ Enabling girls to work directly with women scientists,
who serve as teachers and role models
UÊ Using leadership development to equip girls with skills
and experiences critical for advancement in science
UÊ Creating a culminating public event that enables girls to
reﬂect on individual and group growth and to share reﬂections with a diverse community
Practitioners and researchers need to draw on what
we know matters for girls when creating girls-only science learning environments. This approach, as we’re
learning from Sister4Science, may offer a new blueprint
for involving girls from historically underrepresented
populations in science out of school.

Drawing Girls into Science
Decades of national policies calling for the recruitment
Works Cited
and retention of minority youth and girls to science have
Basu, S. J., & Barton, A. C. (2007). Developing a
had little impact on participation by women of color in
sustained interest in science among urban minority
most ﬁelds of science. Obstacles such as fees, tuitions, and
youth. Journal of Research in Science Teaching, 44(3), 466.
academic prerequisites continue to keep students in hisBouillon, L. M., & Gomez, L. M. (2001). Connecting
torically underrepresented populations from participating
school and community with science learning: Real
or achieving in science programs.
world problems and school/
Most research into urban minority
community partnerships as
Running an effective
girls’ participation in out-of-school
contextual scaffolds. Journal of
science offers anecdotal evidence in girls-only science program Research in Science Teaching, 38(8),
the form of descriptions of individual
requires more than
878–898.
programs while providing little in the
simply not inviting boys. Cachaper, C., Spielman, L. J.,
way of curricular framework that
Soendergaard, B. D., Dietrich, C.
could be applied in other settings.
B., Rosenzweig, M., Tabor, L., et al.
The framework of engagement, capacity, and continuity, as
(March, 2008). Universities as catalysts for community
suggested by Jolly and colleagues (2004), is a starting
building among informal STEM educators: The story of
point for changing the status quo, but it is not sufﬁcient.
POISED. Paper presented at the American Educational
Project Exploration’s personalized curriculum—which
Research Association Conference, New York. Retrieved
focuses on fostering and supporting long-term relationfrom http://www.aera.net/uploadedFiles/SIGs/Out-ofships, knowing students for what they are interested in as
School_Time_%28160%29/Annual_Meeting/
well as what they can do, and bringing young people from
UnivAsCatalysts40908.pdf
historically underserved communities together with scienCampbell, G., Denes, R., & Morrison, C. (2000). Access
tists—is inherent in Sisters4Science. Project Exploration’s
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promoting physical activity
in afterschool programs
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Children in the United States are not engaging in suf-
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IN PICTURES

is an emerging public health concern (Strong, Malina,
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attention from professionals in medicine, public health,

Stevens, Holden, & Petosa, 2009; Moore, Davis, Baxter,
Lewis, & Yin, 2008; Singh, Kogan, Siahpush, & van Dyck,
2008; Treuth, Hou, Young, & Maynard, 2005; Troiano, et
al., 2008).
For many years, schools were thought to have great
potential for providing youth with physical activity opportunities (Sallis & McKenzie, 1991). However, increased emphasis on academic achievement has led to
decreased physical activity in schools. Subjects such as
art, music, and physical education, as well as recess, are
being viewed as “extras” that interfere with academics

education, recreation, economics, and health promotion
(Pate, et al., 2006). In an effort to promote physical activity among all Americans, the U.S. Department of Health
and Human Services (USDHHS, 2008) created evidencebased (Strong, et al., 2005) physical activity guidelines.
They recommend that children engage daily in 60 minutes or more of developmentally appropriate, enjoyable
physical activities that are moderate to vigorous in intensity. Nationally, youth are not meeting these guidelines. Of
particular concern are the low physical activity levels
among underserved youth in, for example, rural, minority, and low-income communities (Adams, 2006; Hortz,
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ﬁcient amounts of routine physical activity, and this lack

Blimkie, Daniels, Dishman, Gutin, et al., 2005). Efforts
to increase the physical activity levels of children and
adolescents has become a national priority, attracting

(Andersen, Crespo, Bartlett, Cheskin, & Pratt, 1998). Many
would be integral to high-quality afterschool programming,
organizations and legislatures are calling on schools to exis absent (Afterschool Alliance, 2006).
pand their role in physical activity promotion (Pate, et al.,
Evidence supporting the effectiveness of afterschool
2006). Schools are ideal locations for physical activity proprograms in promoting physical activity is beginning to
motion (USDHHS, 2000): They have infrastructure in
surface; however, ﬁndings are mixed due to the methodplace, and most U.S. children attend school. However,
ological weaknesses in many studies (Beets, Beighle, Erwin,
quality afterschool programs also offer great potential for
& Huberty, 2009; Pate & O’Neill, 2009). In a metaincreasing young people’s physical activity levels.
analysis, Beets and colleagues (2009) found six intervenNearly 6.5 million children attion studies which reported physical
tend afterschool programs, and this
activity outcomes. Of these, four renumber is rising (Afterschool
ported positive effects on physical
While many of these
Alliance, 2004). Afterschool proactivity. Pate and O’Neill (2009) redocuments mention
grams can complement school-day
ported on ﬁve randomized control
the
importance
of
physical
efforts to promote physical activity;
trials of afterschool programs that
activity and its role
they offer a safe environment in
used objective measures of physical
which youth can engage in physical
in obesity prevention and activity. Three of these programs
activity and learn healthy lifestyle
were effective in increasing physical
youth development, an
habits (Booth, et al., 2001). A conactivity. This same paper reviewed
in-depth presentation
sensus from the “Summit on
the ﬁndings of three studies that used
of policies and practices
Promoting Healthy Eating and
self-report measures. These ﬁndings
Active Living” reported that afterwere mixed, again with many inconthat would transfer
school programs have great potensistencies in methodologies. A combelief to action, so that
tial for a high impact on youth physmon weakness in methodology or
physical activity would
ical activity (Booth & Okely, 2005).
reporting of ﬁndings has been the
be integral to high-quality lack of a detailed description of the
Furthermore, physical activity, inafterschool programming, intervention. For example, the concluding that accumulated during afterschool programs, can foster cogtent of staff training, the environment,
is absent.
nitive, social, and academic beneﬁts,
and the activities used are not disas well physical beneﬁts such as decussed. Little is offered regarding the
creased risk for cardiovascular disease (Sibley & Etnier,
policies and practices associated with effective physical activ2003; Strong, et al., 2005).
ity promotion in afterschool programs (Beets, et al., 2009).
This paper will provide program leaders and staff with
a brief overview of what is known about physical activity in
About These Recommendations
afterschool programs. Then, by integrating experience in
In any afterschool program, decisions are made at many
afterschool programming with expertise in health promolevels due to a variety of priorities. This paper will focus on
tion, physical education, physical activity promotion, pubthe program and staff levels of decision making.
lic health, and the social psychology of sport and physical
UÊ *À}À>iÛiÊ ÀiVi`>ÌÃ focus on informing
activity, we will present strategies and recommendations
the decisions of organization leaders that inﬂuence physfor promoting physical activity in afterschool settings.
ical activity promotion. Examples include the amount of
time allocated for physical activity each day or the
amount of staff training related to physical activity.
Evidence of Physical Activity in
UÊ -Ì>vviÛiÊÀiVi`>ÌÃ focus on strategies to imAfterschool Programs
prove staff behaviors and decisions related to physical
Our search of ofﬁcial documents of prominent national
activity. The ways in which staff members interact with
and state afterschool organizations—position statements,
youth or the physical activities they select are examples
training manuals, pamphlets, and other publications—reof staff-level recommendations.
vealed little discussion of physical activity. While many of
The following recommendations reﬂect either evidencethese documents mention the importance of physical activbased stategies or promising practices. Evidence-based
ity and its role in obesity prevention and youth developstrategies have been shown empirically to have a beneﬁment, an in-depth presentation of policies and practices
cial impact on physical activity levels. Some of our recthat would transfer belief to action, so that physical activity
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ommendations are evidence-based in contexts other than
afterschool, such as physical education or youth sport. For
example, strategies for working with children in physical
education classes can easily be adapted for children engaged
in physical activity in afterschool programs. Promising
practices are not yet based on empirical evidence but are
intuitively and theoretically linked to increased physical activity levels.
We do not ignore the uniqueness of afterschool programs. Some programs focus on academic enrichment,
while others focus on youth sports. However, many of our
recommendations could be modiﬁed to apply to a variety of
settings. These recommendations are intended to be starting
points for discussion on decisions that can better promote
physical activity for youth in afterschool programs.

ity in brief increments. Thus, physical activity in afterschool
time programs should be segmented into bouts of no more
than 15–20 minutes (Bailey, et al., 1995). Children will
tend to use the time more efﬁciently and be active for a
greater percentage of the time.
Scheduling activity opportunities throughout the program duration can also assist with behavior problems
(Mahar, et al., 2006; Pellegrini & Bohn, 2005). Since children spend a large portion of their day sedentary, they need
an opportunity for release after school. An effective strategy
would be to allow for 15–20 minutes of physical activity
immediately on arriving at the program site (Tudor-Locke,
Lee, Morgan, Beighle, & Pangrazi, 2006) and to schedule
subsequent opportunities intermittently during the rest of
the program time.

Program-level Recommendations

Staff Training
Staff who are educated about the policies, philosophy, and
expectations of a speciﬁc program are much more likely to
endorse the program and implement it effectively (Pate, et
al., 2003). If an afterschool organization is to effectively
promote physical activity, staff must be trained. They
should learn best practices including principles of motivation, behavior management, and developmentally appropriate activities (see Staff-level Recommendations on p. 28).
The training should be experiential: Staff can learn best
practices by actively engaging in them. This approach has
been found to be effective in physical education training
(Pangrazi & Beighle, 2010). Training should expose individuals, particularly new staff, to program policies and expectations related to physical activity.
High staff turnover is often an issue in afterschool programs. Therefore, staff training needs to happen immediately, before the ﬁrst day on the job, so that progress is
maintained. Staff training can be costly, especially when
conducted frequently throughout the year. However, this
barrier should not inhibit afterschool programs from providing speciﬁc, timely, and thorough staff training on physical activity. Such training can often be part of a partnership
process at no cost. For example, local universities may have
graduate students in health promotion or physical education who can train staff as part of an internship, volunteer
experience, or service learning. Partnerships with health
organizations may also help with staff training.
After the initial training, staff should receive booster
trainings throughout their tenure in the program (Yin,
Gutin, Johnson, Hanes, Moore, Cavnar, et al., 2005a; Yin,
Hanes, Moore, Humbles, Barbeau, & Gutin, 2005b).
Though booster trainings can come in the form of traditional training with lectures and active participation, an-

Our program-level recommendations focus on the amount
of time for and scheduling of physical activity, staff training,
staff-to-student ratios, facilities, equipment, curriculum,
and evaluation.

Physical Activity Time
Current recommendations suggest children accumulate 60
minutes or more of moderate-to-vigorous physical activity
(MVPA) each day (USDHHS, 2008). On average, children
in an afterschool program are active 57 percent of the time
that is allocated for physical activity and active at a moderate-to-vigorous level 19 percent of that time (Trost,
Rosenkranz, & Dzewaltowski, 2008). Thus, if children were
given opportunity to be active for 30 minutes a day, on average they would accumulate 17 minutes of activity time
(30 × .57) and roughly 6 minutes of MVPA (30 × .19).
In a program designed to incorporate both health and
academic enrichment, we recommend that at least 50 percent of the time be allocated to physical activity. For example, a 2.5-hour program would allocate 75 minutes for
physical activity with the expectation that approximately
43 minutes (75 × .57) would be active, with 15 minutes of
that time spent in MVPA (75 × .19).
Scheduling Physical Activity
One strategy to increase the amount of time children spend
being physically active is to schedule activity in small, frequent bouts. Children’s physical activity is sporadic; one
study found that, during 15 minutes of recess, boys and
girls were active on average for 11 and 9 minutes respectively, or 60 to 70 percent of the time (Beighle, Morgan, Le
Masurier, & Pangrazi, 2006). Youth may spend a greater
proportion of time being active if time is allocated to activ-
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LOW-BUDGET PHYSICAL ACTIVITIES
7HEN SPACE AND EQUIPMENT ARE LIMITED TRY THESE ACTIVITIES
ADAPTED FROM 0ANGRAZI "EIGHLE  0ANGRAZI  

HIGHER OR LOWER
%QUIPMENT 7HITE BOARD OR SHEET OF PAPER
UÊ A number between 1 and 100 is written on the board.
s A student who can’t see the number tries to guess it.
s The class tells the guesser if the guess is high or low by
jumping in the air for high or touching the toes for low.
Students continue to jump or touch toes until the next
guess is made.

HIDE THE BEANBAG
%QUIPMENT /NE BEANBAG OR OTHER SMALL OBJECT
UÊ 7HILE THE SEARCHER COVERS HER EYES ANOTHER CHILD HIDES
the beanbag.
UÊ The class walks in place as the searcher looks for the
BEANBAG 7HEN THE SEARCHER GETS CLOSER TO THE BEANBAG
THE CLASS WALKS IN PLACE FASTER 7HEN THE SEARCHER MOVES
AWAY THE STUDENTS WALK SLOWER 7HEN THE SEARCHER IS BY
the beanbag, the class is jogging in place.
UÊ The searcher then becomes the hider, and another
searcher is selected.

KNOT
%QUIPMENT .ONE
UÊ 'ROUPS OF FOUR OR lVE STAND SHOULDER TO SHOULDER IN A
circle.
UÊ Students reach both arms into the middle of the circle
and grasp the hands of two different people.
UÊ The group tries to return to a circle by twisting around
AND GOING OVER AND UNDER WITHOUT LETTING GO OF HANDS

other approach is to observe staff members working with
children and provide immediate feedback. While it is not
usually thought of as “training,” this approach has long
been used effectively with physical education teachers.

Staff-to-Student Ratio
A low staff-to-student ratio is always desirable, but particularly during physical activity. Some studies show that quality afterschool programs have a ratio as low as 1:8 (Baldwin
Grossman, Lind, Hayes, McMaken, & Gersick, 2009;
National Afterschool Association, 2000). This ideal ratio
may not be cost effective, particularly in a multi-purpose
afterschool program that provides both academic enrichment and physical activity. In physical education, recommended student-to-teacher ratios are consistent with what
is expected for classroom teachers, typically in the 1:25 or
1:30 range (Pangrazi & Beighle, 2010). However, this ratio
applies to highly trained physical education teachers.
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The Move More After-School Collaborative (2009) has
suggested that a 1:15 staff-to-student ratio is acceptable
for afterschool programs.

Facilities
To adapt to inclement weather, provide a variety of activities, and allow ample time for physical activity, afterschool
programs need both indoor and outdoor physical activity
spaces. A group of 20 elementary-age children needs a
space 40 feet by 60 feet in order to move safely. A smaller
space would be potentially hazardous, restrict movement,
and ultimately detract from students’ enjoyment of physical activities. Afterschool programs that do not have appropriate facilities can consult resources on physical activities
in small spaces (Pangrazi, Beighle, & Pangrazi, 2009;
Sutherland, 2006).
Afterschool programs must consider child safety when
designating areas for physical activity. Ideally, boundaries
will be marked at ample distance from walls in indoor
spaces. Outdoor spaces should be void of holes, tree limbs,
and other dangers. When possible, activity space should be
at an appropriate temperature for physical activity and well
lit, with access to drinking fountains and restrooms
(Pangrazi & Beighle, 2010).
Equipment
Numerous studies in a variety of settings have found that
the availability of equipment promotes youth physical activity (Hastie & Saunders, 1991; Jago & Baranowski, 2004;
Verstraete, Cardon, De Clercq, & De Bourdeaudhuij, 2006).
The “equipment” in these studies has been simple, inexpensive items such as playground balls, jump ropes, bean
bags, and soccer balls. Ideally, a piece of equipment would
be available for every child, so that, if children are playing
with bean bags, every child has a bean bag. Children then
have to wait less; they can be more active, develop more
skills, and enjoy the activity more.
In the face of limited budgets, afterschool program
leaders should develop procedures on the care and storage
of equipment. Equipment that is taken care of lasts longer.
Furthermore, school physical education departments may
be willing to share their equipment as long as it is cared for
and returned properly (Lambdin & Erwin, 2007). Finally,
programs with limited resources can use games that require
little or no equipment and minimal space (see box).
Curriculum
An afterschool physical activity curriculum is a series of
intentionally planned activities. It should provide a list of
activities that are developmentally appropriate, include all
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children, and foster success in a safe, fun environment.
Ideally, the curriculum itself is developmental, beginning
with simple games and activities and moving to more challenging ones as the school year progresses. The pace of progression must be based on the readiness of the students
(Pangrazi & Beighle, 2010; Siedentop & Tannehill, 1999).

tions discussed below deal with structure and choice, active supervision, instructional strategies, behavior management, speciﬁc positive feedback, and full participation.

Structure and Choice
Physical activity in afterschool programs is typically offered
in either a free play or a structured activity environment
Evaluation
(Beets, et al., 2009; Trost, et al. 2008). A free play environA quality program must be able to demonstrate a measurement is like school recess: a discretionary environment
able student beneﬁt. Effective evaluation requires setting both
with staff supervision and some playground structures or
goals and objectives. Goals are global statements about the
equipment such as balls and jump ropes. Youth choose
desired effect of the program. For example, one goal might be
which activities to engage in, for how long, and at what
to increase the number of program
intensity. A structured activity enviminutes that children are active.
ronment, in contrast, is more like
The autonomy-supportive physical education class: All activObjectives differ from goals in that they
are measureable and speciﬁc. An obenvironment differs from ity is organized and led by a staff
jective could be that 80 percent of
member, and all children are exfree play in that youth
participants would achieve 30 minpected to engage in the same or
choose from a limited
utes of MVPA on any given day.
similar activities.
number of activities while
Objectives can be written to
Another approach is an autonomythe staff member
evaluate either process or impact
supportive environment, in which stuvariables. Process variables tend to
dents are offered choices of activities
facilitates choices. For
be related to the delivery of the proexample, one-half of the and autonomy in decision making
gram; they might include the num(Deci & Ryan, 1987, Ryan & Deci,
physical activity area
ber of children and staff members
2000). The autonomy-supportive
could
be
dedicated
to
a
participating in physical activity
environment differs from free play in
time. Impact variables assess the begame of soccer, a quarter that youth choose from a limited
havior in question, such as the
number of activities while the staff
to tag games, and a
number of minutes spent in physimember facilitates choices. For exquarter
to
dancing.
cal activity. Both need to be evaluample, one-half of the physical activity area could be dedicated to a game
ated: Impact variables help to deterof soccer, a quarter to tag games, and a quarter to dancing.
mine program effectiveness, while process variables assess
Another strategy is to allow children to make choices withthe program’s ﬁdelity to its stated goals.
Numerous tools are available for evaluating physical
in a particular activity. For example, if the group is playing
activity, ranging from simple paper-and-pencil forms to sowith beanbags, the staff member could allow children to
phisticated activity monitors (Dollman, et al., 2008; Welk,
chose whether to catch and toss the beanbag with one
hand, two hands, or their knees, or while lying on their
2002). Regardless of the measurement tools, evaluation
back. Numerous studies have found the autonomymust analyze progress towards the intended goals and obsupportive approach to be effective in promoting physical
jectives in order to demonstrate the quality of the program.
activity (Gutin, Yin, Johnson, & Barbeau, 2008; Wilson, et
By demonstrating the beneﬁt to participants, an evalual., 2008; Yin, et al., 2005b; Yin, et al., 2005c). To meet the
ation of a physical activity program can provide evidence
that funders’ investment in, for example, staff and equipneeds of all students, we advocate creating a variety of enment is well spent. Evaluation results can also help engage
vironments including free play, structured activity, and
the community. If lack of funding or staff expertise in evaluautonomy-supportive environments.
ation are issues, partnerships with local universities or
health organizations may again provide an answer.
Active Supervision
Physically active staff tend to promote physical activity
among children under their watch. In physical education,
Staff-level Recommendations
teachers trained to move about the area while teaching tend
Staff-level recommendations focus on best practices for
to have more physically active classes (Morgan, Beighle, &
working with children in a physical activity. Recommenda-
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Pangrazi, 2007). Afterschool staff can similarly be taught to
move randomly around the area, constantly interacting with
students. This technique helps staff build rapport with students, models physical activity, and allows staff to be near all
students in rotation so they can catch behavior issues and
ensure that no students are “lost in the crowd.”

Instructional Strategies
Effective instructional practices will maximize physical activity, decrease behavior issues, and enhance student enjoyment. These practices include:
UÊ Being able to stop and start students quickly
UÊ Grouping students
UÊ Providing concise yet thorough instructions
First, children must be taught a stop signal. The ability
to stop students quickly will prove valuable when giving instructions, during emergencies, and when transitioning from
one activity to another. An example of a stop signal is the staff
member calling out “freeze!” Other signals, such as a whistle
or a word speciﬁc to the program, could be used. Children
are taught to assume a speciﬁc position—for example, hands
on knees and eyes on the staff member—when they hear the
stop signal. Staff and children should practice this routine at
the beginning of each physical activity session. No matter
what word or signal is used, staff must be consistent in using
it. Once children learn to “freeze,” the signal can be used in
the gym, outdoors, or in other program locations.
Grouping students is often a time when behavior
problems occur. An efﬁcient, humane routine for choosing
partners and teams is critical. One approach is a game
called “toe to toe.” After freezing the students, the staff
member calls out “toe to toe,” and children quickly ﬁnd a
partner. Children without a partner within two seconds
come to the middle to ﬁnd a partner. This routine is quick
and encourages students to choose new partners each time.
Once students have partners, they can easily be divided
into equal teams. The partner with the shortest hair (or
another characteristic) raises her hand. When the teacher
says, “Go,” the partner with her hand raised reports to one
side of the area. The other partner reports to the other side.
This provides equal teams, is quick, and keeps one child
from being picked last. If teams are not equal in skill, the
staff member can quickly ask a few children to switch
teams. The key is to switch skilled and unskilled students
without being obvious about the reason for switching.
When teaching skills or games, short bouts of instruction are best (Pangrazi & Beighle, 2010). Children tend to
lose interest if instructions last longer than 45 seconds.
Thus, games and complicated skills must be taught using a
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series of short instructions rather than one lengthy bout
that explains all the rules. The following is an example of a
series of instructions that could be used to teach AdditionDivision Tag:
1. When I say, “Go,” please skip-and-hop inside the boundaries. Go!
2. Freeze!
3. This time when I say “Go,” if Kate or José tags you, you
become the tagger. Remember to stay inside the boundaries and watch where you are going. Gallop this time.
Go!
4. (After 45 seconds) Freeze!
5. Okay. Nice hustle. When I say, “Go,” if Evan, Mia, Libby,
or Faith tags you, you become the tagger. This time let’s
skip. Go!
6. (After 45 seconds) Freeze!
7. When I say, “Go,” if Zera or Omar tags you, you join
hands like this and you two try to tag someone. When
you tag another person, they join hands with you and
you become a group of three. Once you have four people
on your team, you divide into two teams and continue
tagging. So if I tag Kim we join hands. If we tag Hope, all
three of us join hands. If we then tag Emily, we divide
into two teams. Hope and Emily become their own team,
and Kim and I are a team. Let’s try it. Go!
With this approach, combined with the ability to
freeze students quickly, students learn the game and are
active at the same time. Also, if the activity does not, as
is often the case, go as expected with the ﬁrst set of instructions, the staff leader can stop the activity and modify the directions.

Behavior Management
Even the best instructional practices cannot remove all behavior problems. The ﬁrst step to effectively managing behavior is to have a plan so staff members know exactly how
to react to various situations. What will they do if one student laughs at, or kicks, or curses at another student? What
if students are talking while staff members are talking? A
behavior management plan serves several purposes; one
primary purpose is allowing staff members to avoid reacting and becoming emotional.
Staff members must know what consequences they can
use to shape behavior, following the organization’s beliefs
and policies. The process used to deliver consequences is
also important. Yelling at students across the area is not appropriate. It can create a hostile environment and lead to an
argument between the staff member and child in front of the
rest of the group. It can humiliate the child, or, conversely,
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give the child the precise reaction he or she was trying to
provoke. An effective alternative is to engage the class in
activity and quickly approach the child, deliver the consequences—“Emiliano, talking while I’m talking is unacceptable. Next time you’ll have to sit out”—and move away. This
eliminates emotion, is private, and maintains the child’s dignity while the rest of the group remains active.

Finally, physical activities must provide positive social experiences for children. As students are working
together on cooperative physical activities, ensure that
each member of a group has the opportunity to lead in
some fashion. For example, if an activity involves taggers
or students in leading positions, stop the activity often
and have students rotate roles.

Speciﬁc Positive Feedback
Promoting Our Kids’ Health
There is considerable evidence on the relationship of selfAfterschool programs can provide a safe environment for
efﬁcacy to physical activity participation in youth (Beets,
children to engage in much-needed physical activity.
Pitetti, & Forlaw, 2007). Children who are conﬁdent about
With a minimal amount of training, afterschool staff can
their ability to be active are more
deliver curriculum-based programlikely to be active. A major compoming that can afford children the
Rather than saying, “Nice opportunity to accumulate over
nent of promoting self-efﬁcacy is
speciﬁc positive feedback (SPF),
work,” the staff member half of their daily recommended
which is much more effective than
says, “Wow, nice work, Li, minutes of moderate-to-vigorous
general positive feedback. SPF tells
physical activity (MVPA). Barriers
you are really working
the child speciﬁcally what you like.
to implementation are becoming
hard and sweating today.” more surmountable as organizaRather than saying, “Nice work,” the
staff member says, “Wow, nice work,
tions rise to meet provider deLi, you are really working hard and sweating today.”
mands for guidelines and resources (After School
Children who receive SPF may be more likely to be active
Programs Ofﬁce of the California Department of
and to enjoy physical activity.
Education, 2009). Though afterschool programs can no
more be expected to end childhood obesity than can
schools, both can contribute to decreasing obesity in a
Full Participation
multifaceted approach (Moore, 2008).
Effective, appropriate physical activities for youth are fully
As in any other behavioral endeavor, consistency is key.
inclusive and provide ample opportunities for decision
Wherever children are, they should consistently receive the
making, positive social interaction, and active participamessage that physical activity is an important part of their
tion. For instance, games that do not involve elimination
wellbeing. When they are active, they should be in a supfacilitate active participation. In tag games, students who
portive, safe, and enjoyable setting that promotes lifelong
are tagged should not sit out or become frozen; instead,
physical activity. If afterschool programs can adapt these recthey could become the new taggers while the other stuommendations to their own needs and make physical activdents become the ﬂeers. Generally, the students who are
ity an essential component of the program, the children will
tagged ﬁrst need more opportunities to be physically acbe the ultimate winners.
tive. Eliminating them or otherwise making them stop
moving does them a disservice.
Another suggestion is to provide multiple practice
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the arts matter in
afterschool
Community Youth Arts and Out-of-School Time
by Lori L. Hager

The afterschool community has long embraced the arts

partnerships between the arts and afterschool, as well

youth organizations (CYOs) focus on serving youth
locally; many CYOs have the arts as central parts of
their missions. Community youth arts (CYA) refers speciﬁcally to partnerships between arts and non-arts organizations that offer OST youth arts activities. One critical distinction is between arts-in-education, which takes
place in school, and the broader arts learning, which can
incorporate a variety of arts activities; serve youth both
in and outside of school; and have a range of goals including academic support, community building, and
social development.

as model community-based afterschool youth arts
programs, in the arts learning ﬁeld these partnerships
and programs are only beginning to foster evidencebased research and disseminate “best practices.” This
paper calls attention to community youth arts in order
to address the need for more formal and researchbased alliances between the arts learning and afterschool ﬁelds.
In this paper, arts learning is a broad term that incorporates learning in and through the arts both during
and after school. Arts-in-education takes place during
school hours and has academic goals. Community-based
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research in arts education policy and practice, community youth arts,
and community arts development. She serves as associate director
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as part of the constellation of services offered to youth
during nonschool hours. However, there has been much
less comprehensive research in, and support for, the arts
outside of school. Despite the fact that the United States
has many local, regional, and state examples of excellent
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Historical Perspective

(Bedard, 1989; Comer, 1946). During the 1950s, as community and recreation centers expanded steadily, univerIn the U.S., connections among youth, arts, and comsities and community organizations increasingly relied
munity are rooted in the Progressive Movement at the
on one another to produce children’s arts activities (Ewell,
turn of the 20th century (Addams, 1910; Ewell, 2000;
2000; Gard, 1955, 1975; McCaslin, 1997).
Jackson, 2000). In Chicago, Philadelphia, New York, and
The establishment of the National Endowment for
other major urban areas, civic-minded philanthropists
the Arts (NEA) in 1965 provided federal recognition for
led reform efforts in child labor, family health, education,
arts in communities and schools. Arts-in-education was
welfare, and recreation. Recognizing the importance of
formally established through partnerships between the
building healthy minds and bodies, Progressives helped
NEA and the (then) U.S. Ofﬁce of Education. Investments
to revolutionize city planning by advocating for public
were made toward arts-in-education research and prospaces, including playgrounds where children and neighgram development. For example, Harvard’s Project Zero
bors could gather as well as community centers where
received early research funding,
the urban poor and recently ar(NEA, 1967) and is still critical to
rived immigrants could acclimate
Early distinctions
arts education through the reto American urban life (Addams,
between NEA in-school
search of Howard Gardner and
1910; Blood, 1996; Davis, 1984;
many others. The artist-in-schools
Jackson, 1996). Integral to the serand out-of-school arts
program established a residency
vices offered by settlement houses
learning programs
model in 1966 that is the basis for
were activities in music, drama,
had a profound effect
arts in the schools today (see, for
dance, crafts, painting, drawing,
on how each
example, Arts Education and
and more. The arts were viewed as
Americans Panel, 1977; Fowler
a means to bring people together to
has developed.
1988; Remer, 1996).
build community, share cultures,
Early distinctions between
and transcend language barriers
NEA in-school and out-of-school arts learning programs
(Abookire & McNair, 1989; Dubois, 1943; Jackson,
had a profound effect on how each has developed. The
1996). The Progressive ideal included the arts in fosterNEA positioned community-based arts, including coming positive community relations and youth developmunity youth arts, in the Expansion Arts program, which
ment (Addams, 1910; Kennedy, n.d.)
began in recognition of the country’s changing demoCommunity youth arts also grew out of the recregraphics and of changing arts practices and audiences
ation and playground movements of the early 20th cen(Hager, 2003). Expansion Arts sought to bring start-up
tury. Drama—sometimes referred to as “skits and
money to community-based organizations that were adstories”—was featured in summer camps, YMCAs, Boys
dressing community problems through the arts, with a
& Girls Clubs, Scout troops, and other recreation clubs
focus on “minority” neighborhood community centers
(Hager, 2008; McCaslin, 1997). These early precursors
that attracted nontraditional audiences and produced dito contemporary community youth arts helped to ceverse American art. Many of these centers also provided
ment the arts’ position in community organizations
educational opportunities and training in the arts for
whose purpose was to ﬁll young people’s leisure hours
youth and adults through classes and apprenticeship or
with productive and worthwhile pursuits.
job skills training programs (Backas, 1977; Mark, 1991;
The settlement houses, parks and recreation proNEA, 1980).
grams, and Junior Leagues were instrumental in the start
Partnership between the NEA and other federal
of professional arts organizations in the U.S. (Abookire
agencies, such as Housing and Urban Development
& McNair, 1989; Bedard, 1998; Rodman, 1989). For
(HUD) and the Ofﬁce of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency
example, Alice and Irene Lewisohn began their dramatic
Prevention, provided important revenue streams for
efforts in 1907 at the Henry Street Settlement in New
nonschool-based youth arts that targeted marginalized
York City. Henry Street Settlement still offers drama
populations. Job training programs with the Department
classes to youth today, as does Karamu House in
of Labor focused on the transferability of skills from the
Cleveland, Ohio. America’s cities and towns are dotted
cultural industry to other sectors. The Comprehensive
with theatres, which the Junior Leagues helped to found,
Employment and Training Act (CETA) included partnersuch as Louisville Children’s Theatre, Birmingham
ships between the NEA and Department of Labor in
Children’s Theatre, and the Nashville Academy Theatre
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support of the Arts and Humanities Program, which
Coming Up Taller helps to promote excellence in afterprovided funding for artists to work as arts managers
school arts programs that target youth in high-poverty
and teaching artists (Morgan Management Systems,
communities by presenting awards that raise the proﬁle
1981; Netzer, 1992; Wyzomirski, 1982). Other federal
for the arts outside of school time and by identifying and
initiatives included Challenge America: Positive
stimulating best practices. The YouthARTS Development
Alternatives for Youth (NEA, 2001a), and Creative
Project was purposefully designed to study arts programs
Communities, a partnership between the NEA and
in partnership with departments of juvenile justice in orHousing and Urban Development (NEA, 2000), which
der to provide hard evidence of positive effects for juvefocused on low-income youth. Since the 1970s the arts
nile offenders who participate in arts programs.
and community youth arts have had an important role
in the development of cities (Adams & Goldbard, 2001;
Coming Up Taller
Ewell & Ewell, 1975; Gard, 1975; Kamarck, 1975; NEA,
Coming Up Taller (CUT) is a high-proﬁle national pro2001b; Regan, 1976).
gram that annually provides awards to community youth
Another inﬂuence on community youth arts was
arts programs judged exceptional by a panel of peer exthe activity of local arts agencies (LAAs), which are part
perts. CUT is sponsored by the President’s Committee on
of the state arts agency system that receives federal dolthe Arts and Humanities, the National Endowment for the
lars to support arts in education,
Arts, and the National Endowment
community revitalization, and
for the Humanities. The goal of CUT
youth development. By 1997, 100
is to “identify community programs
When No Child Left
percent of LAAs in the 50 largest
in the arts and humanities that reach
Behind (NCLB) was
American cities “used the arts to
at-risk children and youth and to deauthorized
in
2001,
the
address community development
scribe the principles and practices
arts were included as a
issues,” which reﬂected the “fastest
that make these programs effective”
growing program and service area
(Weitz, 1996, p. 7).
core academic area.
of local arts agencies” (Larson,
CUT has identiﬁed characterisThe NEA re-organized
1997, p. 84). LAAs were working
tics shared by effective programs,
its arts learning category including student engagement, proon community development with
to include communityschools, parks and recreation, sovision of critical “building blocks”
cial service departments, law enin healthy development, creation of
based programs,
forcement, and community-based
safe places for children to develop
in addition to Pre-K
organizations to address issues of
sustained healthy relationships with
and K–12
economic development, crime prepeers and adults, opportunities for
arts-in-education.
vention, illiteracy, substance abuse,
student success, and innovative
homelessness, and cultural and rateaching strategies including “handscial awareness, particularly for
on learning, apprenticeships and
youth (Gibans, 1982; Larson, 1997).
technology” (Weitz, 1996, p. 8). Award-winning programs
When No Child Left Behind (NCLB) was authoalso build on what youth value, establish clear expectations,
rized in 2001, the arts were included as a core academhelp children feel valued, and provide support services.
ic area (Arts Education Partnership, 2001). The NEA
Many of the programs are initiated by arts organizations, but
re-organized its arts learning category to include
they operate in partnership with “schools, universities,
community-based programs, in addition to Pre-K and
youth organizations, churches, businesses, and health,
K–12 arts-in-education (NEA 2002a, 2002b). This shift
housing and social service agencies” (Weitz, 1996, p. 8). By
signiﬁed an important milestone in federal recognition
identifying best practices and recognizing them nationally,
of arts learning that takes place outside of school.
CUT helps to deﬁne effective community youth arts practices and to expand support for arts and humanities programs for at-risk youth and children (Weitz, 1996, p. 9).
Community Youth Arts Models
Two model programs for the arts during out-of-school
time have helped to generate momentum for national recYouthARTS Development Project
ognition of community youth arts. These include Coming
The YouthARTS Development Project (YADP) was a piUp Taller and the YouthARTS Development Project.
lot project among the Ofﬁce of Juvenile Justice and
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1998). YADP disseminated some of the ﬁrst critical eviDelinquency Prevention, Americans for the Arts, and
dence for how the arts beneﬁt youth at risk of juvenile
community agencies in three cities. The purpose of the
delinquency and what some of the best programs are dodevelopment project was to “develop, test, and dissemiing.
nate ‘best practice’ models of arts programs designed for
YADP remains one of the most accessible resources
youth at risk” (Farnum & Schaffer, 1998, p. vi). Though
for designing, stafﬁng, and evaluating arts intervention
arts organizations have been providing arts programs for
programs. Coming Up Taller brings national attention to
youth at risk of juvenile delinquency and truancy for
best practices in community youth arts and OST learning.
years, most of the evidence in support of such programs
Both extend the articulated beneﬁts of arts partnerships
was anecdotal, lacking substantive statistical evidence
beyond exposure and enrichment outcomes to include exthat arts programs can enhance youth development
cellence in the arts, as well as in youth development and
(Farnum & Schaffer, 1998).
civic participation. Support of these programs by federal
YADP had seven goals:
agencies legitimizes community youth arts programming
1. To deﬁne “best practices” for at-risk youth arts programs
that connects with arts-based social and civic goals.
2. To design and test program evaluation methodologies
Effective national dissemination of such model national
3. To conduct rigorous impact evaluation of the three
programs helps to develop best
sites on risk and protective factors in adolescent behavior
YouthARTS Development practices in program delivery and
and to inﬂuence fund4. To design and test artist and staff
Project remains one of the instruction
ing and policy.
development and training
most accessible resources
5. To strengthen relationships
among local and federal partners for designing, stafﬁng, and Challenges for Community
6. To disseminate “best practices” evaluating arts intervention Youth Arts
models to arts, social service,
The research of Shirley Brice Heath
programs. Coming Up
and juvenile justice providers
and her collaborators provides critTaller brings national
7. To leverage increased funding for
ical evidence for the impact of the
attention
to
best
practices
at-risk youth programs (Farnum
arts in nonschool settings, demon& Shaffer, 1998, p. 2)
strating that the value of youth arts
in community youth arts
programming extends beyond reand OST learning. Both
Working with information
form or enrichment (Heath, Soep,
extend
the
articulated
from the youth arts ﬁeld, social
& Smyth, 1998). Heath describes
beneﬁts of arts
service agencies, and justice prohow participating in arts-based
grams, the project identiﬁed an
CYOs prepares youth to engage dypartnerships beyond
approach to reducing risk factors
exposure and enrichment namically with their communities,
while increasing protective factors
learn leadership skills, demonstrate
outcomes to include
by using all the community’s rehigher-order thinking skills, and
excellence in the arts, as
sources, including schools, peers,
collaborate effectively (Heath &
well as in youth
and family support networks.
Roach, 1999; Heath, Soep, &
Results from the YADP proRoach, 1999). The research comdevelopment and civic
gram evaluation provided evidence
pendium Champions of Change
participation.
that “arts programs really can have
(Fiske, 1999) stimulated research
an impact on youth. Not only can
that focuses on the range of arts acsuch programs enhance young peoples’ attitudes about
tivities that take place during out-of-school time as well as
themselves and their futures, but the programs also can
in school, providing some of the critical evidence that the
increase academic achievement and decrease delinquent
emerging ﬁeld needs (Deasy, 2002; Fiske, 1999). However,
behavior” (Farnum & Schaffer, 1998, p. 3). Youth who
much of the evidence in community youth arts continues
participated in YADP art-centered afterschool programs
to be anecdotal and has not been formally documented or
showed improved anger management, increased ability to
researched.
stay on task, less delinquent activity, improved attitudes
Though research and model programs for aftertoward school, and increased self-esteem and self-efﬁcacy.
school arts do exist, afterschool arts programs have often
They also had fewer court referrals (Farnum & Schaffer,
been perceived by the arts sector as “enrichment” pro-
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gramming that lacks the substance and rigor of in-school
for arts organizations and artists. Many artists will
or conservatory arts experiences. Historically, afterschool
teach at some point in their careers—in schools, parks
arts programs have received scarce attention in arts eduand recreation programs, or conservatories. Many artists,
cation research, professional development, training,
having started in parks and recreation programs, move
standards, policy, and assessment, when compared to inon to work with arts organizations and other kinds of
school arts learning.
community-based organizations.
A Wallace Foundation study reported that 63 to 67
Some arts practitioners or teaching artists consider
percent of “youth development, community developafterschool teaching “gigs” less than desirable for a variment, education and recreational organizations are inety of reasons, including inadequate facilities, low wagvolved with the arts” (Walker, 2004, p. 4). The 21st
es, short-term classes, lack of institutional supports inCentury Community Learning Centers (21st CCLC) procluding discipline and appreciation for the qualities of
gram has been critical to the growth of the arts in the
arts participation, and youth attendance patterns that
OST ﬁeld through increased participation of artists and
make it difﬁcult to sustain substantive arts programming
arts organizations as service providers for the required
(Hager, 2008). An evaluation of a Phoenix-based 21st
afterschool enrichment component. For example, the
CCLC program that tracked changes in the teaching artists
Phoenix Ofﬁce of Arts and Culture’s
showed that, even in well-designed
ﬁve-year 21st CCLC program worked
Awareness is growing afterschool programs, otherwise
with nine local arts organizations to
highly qualiﬁed teaching artists are
of the need for
provide substantive standards-based
frequently unprepared for difﬁculteaching artists to be
afterschool arts curriculum in partties, including language and social
highly qualiﬁed.
nership with some of the city’s poorbarriers, institutional climates, and
est schools, putting teaching artists to
conﬂict between program and partner
work, fostering the education component of local arts orgoals (Hager, 2004). In fact, little has been written about
ganizations, and providing rigorous arts learning experithe training for artists in community-based settings,
ences for youth afterschool (Hager, 2004).
though there are a few exceptions (for example, Hillman,
1996; Farnum & Schaffer, 1998), and regional and local
Arts Organizations as Partners in OST
training opportunities are emerging for teaching artists
Performing arts organizations are waking up to the imwho work in out-of-school time settings.
portance of community-engaged programming, not just
Awareness is growing of the need for teaching artists
to build current and future audiences, but for a variety of
to be highly qualiﬁed. Eric Booth, founder and editor of
other social and public purposes, including building reTeaching Artist Journal, writes about training for artists to
lationships with non-arts sectors, strengthening relationteach in schools and community settings, noting that
ships with other arts organizations, and more fully par“there is an emerging set of additional skills that are esticipating in the lives of their cities and communities
sential” for the 21st century artist (Booth, 2005). The
(see, for example, Bodilly, Augustine, & Zakaras, 2008;
Teaching Artist Research Project is the ﬁrst national study
Korza, Bacon, & Assaf, 2005; McCarthy & Jinnett, 2001;
documenting the teaching artist ﬁeld (Mehta, 2009).
Zakaras & Lowell, 2008).
Programs are emerging in higher education to train
Arts organizations’ “education and outreach” proartists and arts managers to work in community settings.
grams traditionally tend toward building future audiences
The emergence of new graduate and undergraduate comthrough free performances and exhibits education, asmunity arts programs points to the need for such training
sembly lecture demonstrations in the schools, short-term
and education. A few examples include community arts
residencies that introduce the season’s offerings, or conprograms at Columbia College Chicago, Goucher College,
servatory training for future arts professionals (Polin &
Lesley University, Maryland Institute College of Arts,
Rich, 2007). Contemporary arts organizations are moving
California College of the Arts, California State University
from this model of arts learning to more partnershipMonterey Bay, University of Washington, and University
driven collaborations (Dreezen, 2001; Walker, 2004).
of Oregon. Maryland Institute College of Arts’ Community
Arts Convening and Research Project brings together academics and researchers, community-based practitioTraining Teaching Artists
ners, and students. Research emerging in conjunction
Afterschool arts programming in schools and parks
and recreation programs are often revenue generators
with the project is published in the online journal
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THE SITUATION (LOVE WHERE YOU LIVE) A photo of something I want to change in my community. This is a scene that happens in the
neighborhood all of the time. OUR WORLD IN PICTURES

Community Arts Perspectives on the Community Arts
Network (www.communityarts.net). Similarly, Imagining
America (IA), a consortium of colleges and universities
concerned with civic engagement, brings together higher
education institutions each year to share best practices.
IA sponsors the Curriculum Project Research related to
community cultural development education and training
(Goldbard, 2008).
The Dana Foundation’s Transforming Arts Teaching
(Polin & Rich, 2007) discusses how critical it is to prepare artists to teach in community settings, highlighting
the role of higher education in preparing artists, educators, and staff. The report presents case studies of 24
partnerships between higher education and performing
arts organizations that offer classes to train artists to
work in community settings in order to affect the quality
of youth arts engagement over the long term. However,
the community youth arts ﬁeld is just beginning to document best practices, to articulate guidelines for trainings and curriculum, and to identify resources.
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Challenges
The relevance of the YouthARTS Development Project for
the arts sector is that it provided a framework for describing and evaluating quality for effective afterschool programs that include the arts. One important aspect of quality was that the programs focused on staff and teaching
training. Most arts educator certiﬁcation and training programs prepare arts teachers to work in school settings.
Though the emergence of community arts programs in
higher education institutions will help to identify routes
for qualiﬁed arts instructors in community youth arts,
this is a relatively new development. Research on teaching
artist training, in conjunction with the emergence of professional and academic training programs for artists who
want to teach in community settings, will likely have a
long-term positive effect on community youth arts.
It is not difﬁcult to make a case for the relevance
and impact of the arts to the OST community. There are
many sterling examples of community-based organizations delivering high-quality arts programming afterschool. The National Institute of Out-on-School Time
(2008) reports that:
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Engagement in the arts, whether the visual arts,
dance, music, theatre or other disciplines, nurtures
the development of cognitive, social, and personal
competencies. Arts focused afterschool programs
can increase academic achievement, decrease youth
involvement in delinquent behavior and improve
youth attitudes towards themselves and others and
their futures.
Local arts agencies that administer teaching artist
rosters tend to focus on school-based residencies and to
foster long-term relationships with school districts and
school personnel. A recent RAND report (Zakaras &
Lowell, 2008) found that 80 percent of state arts agencies
(SAAs) maintain artist rosters to connect artists with
schools and other organizations. However, despite a
growing recognition for the importance of providing arts
learning for youth in communities, it can be a challenge
for SAAs and arts organizations to include community
youth arts, in addition to school-based programs, as part
of a comprehensive arts learning strategy.
This trend may be changing as foundations and arts
policy researchers document and disseminate bestpractice models for the arts in afterschool. However, as the
RAND authors note, “We have no data on the amount of
instruction or number of K–12 children reached by afterschool programs nationwide or statewide” (Zakaras &
Lowell, 2008, p. 38). Citywide afterschool programs that
include the arts, such as Boston’s Afterschool for All and
LA’s Best, are establishing model programs; at the same
time “afterschool arts programs are housed within a large
network of providers” (Zakaras & Lowell, 2008, p. 37),
and, to date, there is no system-wide study documenting
the community youth arts ﬁeld.
Differences between in-school and afterschool programs in their stafﬁng, funding, institutional structures,
learning objectives, and access can cause arts organizations to locate education programs in schools because it is
easier or more familiar or because the funding to support
such programs is more readily available. Community
youth arts programs require a different strategy in partnership development and organization. Instruction for
in-school programs requires different skills from teaching
artists as well, and these programs are usually of shorter
duration due to institutional school structures.
Furthermore, it can be difﬁcult to identify teaching artists
who have the kinds of expertise required for afterschool
programs, especially in high-risk communities. The challenge is to bring the youth arts and OST sectors closer
together to share resources and training, advance research
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and evaluation, and advocate for policies in support of
comprehensive, high-quality community youth arts.
The afterschool and arts communities need to work
with state and local arts agencies to identify experienced
arts educators and teaching artists; deﬁne high-quality arts
participation; and integrate social, developmental, and academic goals with rigorous arts programming that meets
21st century goals. The expertise that characterizes highly
qualiﬁed teaching artists and community artists, and a corresponding compensation structure, need to be identiﬁed.
Arts-based and outcomes-based research addressing arts
learning in OST is necessary in order to advance strong
policies in support of community youth arts through increased formal partnerships between arts organizations and
afterschool and other community-based organizations.
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Nana for a new generation
by Denise T. Sellers

When I was a child, I spent as much time as my parents

lunch and dinner.

time. This was de facto childcare. Parents knew and
trusted her, and the children loved her. Why did they
ﬂock to her house as opposed to others in the neighborhood? She knew what children enjoyed and encouraged
creativity. We could run the hose and make her yard a
muddy mess, shaping mud pies and building roads for
toy cars. We could rearrange her outdoor furniture and
build forts to be left overnight for the next day’s play.
Although we roamed the neighborhood and explored
other interesting places, Nana was home base.
Out-of-school time programs, especially afterschool
programs, have become the new “neighborhood” for
millions of schoolchildren. Caring neighborhood moth-

My grandmother, Alice Duer James, was everyone’s
“Nana.” Her doors were open all day to her own grandchildren and to all of their playmates. What was available to her grandchildren was equally accessible to the
other neighborhood children: bathrooms, cold drinks,
the contents of her cupboards and refrigerator—nothing was off limits.
One day, while reﬂecting on all I received from playing at my grandmother’s house, it occurred to me that
she was, in essence, a volunteer childcare provider, overseeing neighborhood children during their out-of-school

DENISE T. SELLERS has been the executive director of Haddonﬁeld
Child Care, a private, nonproﬁt afterschool program in Haddonﬁeld,
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would permit at my grandparents’ house, a modest and
cozy home in a small suburban community in New
Jersey. The neighborhood was full of children of all ages.
We played together outdoors all day and well into the
evening. Many children were sent outside early in the
morning and told not to come back indoors except for

ers and grandmothers have been
neighborhood were Nana’s chilreplaced by paid or volunteer
dren. Children need cold drinks
staff. One element of the past
on a hot summer day, and Nana
that frequently remains, espedispensed them with pleasure.
cially in small programs, is the
Today’s children need adults to
family grouping concept. In
show them that same care and
many afterschool programs,
affection, so I have taken up the
children attend with siblings in
mantle of “Neighborhood Nana”
conﬁgurations similar to the
for a new generation.
multi-age groupings of my old
Second, having had such a
neighborhood.
warm and comfortable environI now run just such a small
ment in which to spend my own
program for children of all
precious out-of-school hours, I
ages. After 24 years as execuwanted my own children and
tive director of Haddonﬁeld
those who attended Haddonﬁeld
Child Care—a private, not-forChild Care to enjoy the same luxproﬁt organization with a parury. I have always intended that
ent board—this role is a large
my afterschool program be the
part of my identity. The title
best and most naturally structured
and description (“Denise is diit can be for all children. I have
Alice Duer as a young woman, “Nana”
rector of the afterschool pronever viewed it as a “second-best”
gram”) follow my name as I am
option, where unfortunate chilintroduced in any community gathering. It is also a
dren have to be because they have no alternative. To me, an
piece of my life that can keep me up at night, as surely
afterschool program is the new “neighborhood,” which can
as worries about my own children or bills or other
be fun and exciting while being equally safe and secure.
personal commitments.
What is the role of the program to families and the
It is not what I trained for. Having started college in
community? No doubt, there are those who would argue
pre-med, I switched majors to art history. Later, as a
that childcare is the foundation of our program, and that
young mother, I took a different path, entering the ﬁeld
if it is done intentionally and well, it should be sufﬁcient.
of education. I certainly didn’t intentionally become the
Promises made, promises kept: Your child is safely superdirector of an afterschool program. The career in some
vised in a secure environment during the out-of-school time.
ways found me, rather than the other way around.
And for some parents, that might be enough. Outside
Yet, as I reﬂect on my long career in the afterschool
factors such as ﬁnancial considerations or family culture
ﬁeld, I know that the circumstance that brought together
might make a “no frills” approach their preference. If
my needs as a working mother and those of a community
their children are happy and safe, they are satisﬁed that
full of working parents was a happy and appropriate one.
the contracted promises have been kept.
I also know that there must have been something more
But the majority expect more. Many could not arthat drew me to this work and caused me to infuse it with
ticulate it, but they know it when they see it. The child
my own philosophy and values—to make Haddonﬁeld
who is thrilled to run into his afterschool caregiver on
Child Care my own, my identity. This “something” comes
the street on Saturday, the parent who is delighted that a
directly from my grandmother and my mother, who made
comment to a staff member about a child’s budding interchildren their priority and taught me to do the same.
est in chess results in the appearance of a chess set at the
program the next week—these are signals to caring parents that their children are enjoying relationships with
Nana and Afterschool
the people who spend hours with them each day. These
How did my grandmother, “Nana” to me and a neighboralso reﬂect the characteristics of caring neighbors, and
hood of children, affect my philosophy of what an afterespecially of the Nana of my own youth.
school program could be?
The children themselves, as they mature and “age
First and foremost, she modeled for me what a true
out” of the program, value the fact that people who have
advocate for children should be. As the saying goes, “All
been important to them in the past can be counted on to
the world’s children are my children.” The children of the
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maintain supportive relationships in the future. I frequently have the opportunity to continue these relationships even as my students move from elementary to middle school, when most no longer participate in Haddonﬁeld
Child Care. They want to spread their wings and enjoy
some freedom. Yet, as parents call to report that their children will no longer be attending, they sometimes share
their angst over leaving them at home alone. I often engage them in discussion about their fears, giving them an
opportunity to verbalize the pros and cons of this new
independence. I let them know that our program is open
to older youth, and we may discuss possible beneﬁts of a
child staying in the program even though the curriculum
is mostly geared towards younger children.
In other cases, I sometimes deem it appropriate to
offer a second option: sending the young person to volunteer at the afterschool program a few days a week. This
can provide not only some limited structure to the child’s
week, but also a place to do service learning (which is
often needed for church or school) and gradually build
responsibility for self-care. We even brainstorm strategies
for making this transition work. At this point, I frequently
remind parents that this solution could lead to paid
employment when children reach the age of 16 and are
ready for part-time work.
I encourage former participants, as they enter the
high school where my ofﬁce is located, to think of me
and my ofﬁce as a safe haven where they can ﬁnd help or
support in any form. Forgotten lunch money? Stop by
for a no-interest loan. Failed a test or had a bad morning?
Bring your lunch in and vent. Some students stop by
regularly when they have a free period or are in the building for a game or event and see the light on in my ofﬁce.
This leads to other, later visits that I truly treasure: when
returning college students take the time to stop by, say
SAFE PLACE Focuses on something colorful and is speciﬁc to
the E. 7th Street Center. OUR WORLD IN PICTURES
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hello, and catch us up on their lives away from home. I
can only conclude that the welcome they anticipate is
what leads them to make the Haddonﬁeld Child Care
ofﬁce one of their stops when they are back home.
I also make a point of engaging the parents of past
participants when I see them in the community. Every
parent likes the chance to brag a bit about a college acceptance or vent about a boomerang child who just
can’t seem to ﬁnd a teaching job. Many of my best staff
have come from these chance encounters. Even when I
don’t have an opening at the moment (rare though that
is!), I always end the conversation with the willingness
to try to help. The offer of a personal reference, the
suggestion of a center where they might seek employment, the willingness to review a résumé or just chat
about interviewing skills—even just a nod and “I hear
you!” show them I care.
Certainly, being in a two-square-mile community
with a small-town atmosphere makes this process
much easier. Relationships and roles overlap; people
see one another frequently and in various venues. A
good reputation spreads quickly and can be reinforced
in many ways. But the opposite is also true. Word
spreads quickly on the soccer sidelines if someone is
dissatisﬁed or unhappy with their child’s care. There is
some inherent risk in doing more than what is expected or required, but the beneﬁts of doing it successfully
make it worthwhile.
Going the extra distance to support individual children indicates to the families in our community that
Haddonﬁeld Child Care is more than just a safe place
for parents to send their children while they work. It is
an integral part of a community that values children. It
is their neighborhood, populated with people who care.
It is a reﬂection of a new-generation Nana who has taken the memories of a more innocent era of childhood
and re-created them in a way that can work in a very
different time and place.
Although my experiences have been centered in a
small, middle-class suburban community, they are no
less pertinent in other environments where afterschool or
out-of-school time programs operate. Urban, suburban,
or rural; low income, at-risk, socially isolated—whatever
the label society has chosen for a neighborhood or its
residents, children are children, and all need the same
supports to help them grow into healthy, fully functioning adults. Whatever the stated goals of a youth program,
this should be the underpinning on which the curriculum and structure are based. If young people and their
families can trust the intentions of a program and its staff
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and administration, they will engage more fully and gain
more from the experience. The program will likewise be
more able to realize its intended outcomes.
Yet it may be the unintended outcomes that are ultimately more important. What more can we ask of a youth
program than to be a place where parents feel so secure
that they send second and third children in succession,
and where the children, as they mature and go off into
the world, still feel such a strong connection that they
view the program as a safe haven, a place to test strengths
and risk failures without fear?

Lessons Learned
What, then, did I learn from my Nana, and bring with
me to Haddonﬁeld Child Care as I became the “Nana” of
a new generation?
UÊ Children should be everyone’s priority and everyone’s
responsibility.
UÊ Trust in the caregiver is the most essential component,
for both children and parents.
UÊ Children will naturally gravitate to people who understand and meet their needs.
UÊ Play can often be messy and need not be adult directed.
UÊ Good role models can affect multiple generations.
UÊ Caring for children is important work.
A caring community or “neighborhood” makes children its priority. A successful youth program can be the
centerpiece of a caring community. But a truly healthy
place for children to grow and develop can come only
from the symbiosis of mutually committed groups and
individuals for whom the children are the central focus.
Being a bit like my Nana takes this focus to the
next level.

Sellers

NANA FOR A NEW GENERATION
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Photo Credits
Pages 1, 7, 24, 33, 38, 44: Our World in Pictures
Our World in Pictures (OWIP) is a photography
program centered on the youth at the East 7th Street
Center in Lexington, KY. The East 7th Street Center
hosts “Kid’s Cafe,” a feeding program for youth ages
18 and under, and offers afterschool activities such
as homework help, ﬁeld trips, science, literacy, and
art activities. The goal of OWIP is to train and inspire
the participants to connect with their community and
understand their worlds through the art of photography.
Local professional photographers act as mentors to
teach the participants techniques of photography as well
as encouraging the youth to see the world in a different
light while unleashing their creativity. OWIP allows
youth from economically disadvantaged backgrounds
the opportunity to learn and experience the art of
photography at no cost. Learn more at www.OWIP.org
or www.east7center.org.
Pages 15, 23: Project Exploration’s Sisters4Science
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Afterschool Matters
Call for Papers
Spring 2011 Issue
Afterschool Matters, a national, peer-reviewed journal dedicated to promoting professionalism, scholarship and consciousness in
the ﬁeld of afterschool education, is seeking material for the Spring 2011 issue. Published by the National Institute on Out-of-School
Time with support from the Robert Bowne Foundation, the journal serves those involved in developing and running programs for
youth during the out-of-school time hours, in addition to those engaged in research and in shaping youth development policy.
Afterschool Matters seeks scholarly work, from a variety of disciplines, which can be applied to or is based on the afterschool arena. The
journal also welcomes submissions that explore practical ideas for working with young people during the out-of-school hours. Articles
should connect to current theory and practice in the ﬁeld by relating to previously published research; a range of academic perspectives
will be considered. We also welcome personal or inspirational narratives and essays, review essays, artwork, and photographs.
Any topic related to the theory and practice of out-of-school-time programming will be considered for the Spring 2011 issue. We
invite you to discuss possible topics in advance with us. Suggested topics include:
UÊ
UÊ
UÊ
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through civic engagement, social and emotional development, arts development, academic achievement, or other means.
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organizations or businesses.
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employment, youth as workers, community economic development, and youth programs.

Submission Guidelines
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or on a disk in Microsoft Word or Rich Text format.
UÊ -ÕLÃÃÃÊÃ Õ`ÊÌÊiÝVii`Êx]äääÊÜÀ`Ã°Ê
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guidelines. Present important information in the text and do not use extensive footnotes.
Inquiries about possible articles or topics are welcome.
To inquire or to submit articles, contact:
GEORGIA HALL, PHD
SENIOR RESEARCH SCIENTIST, MANAGING EDITOR
NATIONAL INSTITUTE ON OUT-OF-SCHOOL TIME
WELLESLEY CENTERS FOR WOMEN
WELLESLEY COLLEGE
106 CENTRAL STREET
WELLESLEY, MA 02481
E-MAIL: GHALL@WELLESLEY.EDU / PHONE: 781-283-2530

NIOST
Wellesley Centers for Women
Wellesley College
106 Central Street
Wellesley, MA 02481

55 Water Street
New York, NY 10041

Attend NIOST’s
Summer Seminars
in Boston
July 12-15, 2010

National
Institute on
Out-of-School
Time

For more information go to
www.niost.org
or call (781) 283-2546
Space is limited — act today!
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Robert
Bowne
Foundation

AT T H E W E L L E S L E Y
CENTERS FOR WOMEN

106 Central Street
Wellesley, MA 02481

Be a part of a rewarding professional
development and networking
opportunity for afterschool
professionals.

